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How to enter:
-Upload to our website: 

cannabiscactus.com/contests
or

-Email to:
cactus@cannabiscactus.com

Photo 
Contest

Send us your best shots! 
cactus@cannabiscactus.com

Congratulations!

#cannabiscactus
cannabiscactus.com

Daniel Estrada
Winner of The Mint Cafe 

Culinary Cup

Winner!
Salt river BarS, 

By Daniel eStraDa



www.CannabisCactus.com

@CannabisCactus w h e r e  i t ’ s  a t

Put your business on the map!
Cactus@cannabiscactus.com

justblaze smoke emporium
1001 E Camelback Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85014
(602) 252-4228

mention “cannabis cactus”

Get 15% off

Triton smoke shop
1140 N. Higley , Ste. #106
Mesa, Arizona 85205
(480) 274-3303

Delivery Available
Through Postmates

Its All Goodz
933 E University Dr
Tempe, AZ 85281
(480) 921-7473

With Purchase*1 per person

Free Blunt Wrap
or 20% off Glass

HANA MEDS
2095 E Northern Ave
Kingman, AZ 86409
(928) 692-0000

1732 W Commerce Point Place
Green Valley, AZ 85614
(520) 289-8030

Paraphernalia boutique
4234 W Dunlap Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85051
(623) 939-4787

$5 off purchase 
of $25 or more
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The Mint Dispensary
5210 S. Priest Dr
Tempe, AZ 85283
(928) 692-0000

first time patient at The Mint
Free Pipe + Free Lanyard

+ Choice of free gift

Local Joint
4201 E. University Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
(602) 437-1645

Debbie’s Dispensary
20224 North 27th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85027
(833) 332-2437

20340 N. Lake Pleasant Rd.
Peoria, AZ 85382
(833) 332-2437

Sol Flower Dispensary
1322 N. McClintock
Tempe, AZ 85281
(480) 795-6363

13650 N. 99th Ave.
Sun City, AZ 85351
(623) 246-8080

Nature’s Medicines
2439 W McDowell Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85009
(480) 420-3145

$59 prepackaged ½ oz 
rotating flavors daily

16913 E. Enterprise Dr.
Fountain Hills, AZ 85268
(480) 420-3135

Territory Dispensary
7200 W Chandler Blvd Ste 7
Chandler, AZ 85226
(480) 636-8032

5409 S Power Rd.
Mesa, AZ 85212
(480) 307-6880

sign up for
daily text specials
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Nirvana Center
2 North 35th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85009
(602) 730-3236

2330 North 75th Ave. #111
Phoenix, AZ 85305
(602) 786-7988

2715 S. Hardy Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85282
(480) 378-6917
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The NBA, NFL, MLB, PGA and the World Anti Doping Agency have 
all begun to allow some amount of CBD or THC use by athletes, at 
least on a temporary basis. The PGA and IndyCar are the only two 
sports to allow cannabis advertising of any kind, at the moment 
limiting it to CBD only. None of the leagues allow for cannabis 
sponsorship of athletes, though they do allow gambling and 
alcohol advertising. Many believe that a favorable change in the 
federal scheduling of the drug would open the floodgates for these 
leagues to openly allow cannabis use and marketing.

As a measure to combat the spread of Covid-19, the Spanish 
Federal Government has issued a prohibition on smoking in public 
spaces. This new regulation applies in all cases, no matter the 
distance between people. Several local judges, including in the 
capital Madrid, have struck down the order as unconstitutional and 
stated that they would not enforce such regulations. 

The House of representatives will likely vote on marijuana 
decriminalization bill during the September 2020 period, 
according to House Majority Whip Jim Clyburn. The Marijuana 
Opportunity Reinvestment and Expungement Act, also known as 
MORE, would remove marijuana from the Controlled Substances 
Act. This would allow states to pass their own laws surrounding 
weed, though 11 states and Washington have already begun to do 
so ahead of federal acceptance.
 
In addition to decriminalizing cannabis, the bill also would 
establish a fund for people impacted by drugs, impose a 5% tax 
on legal marijuana sales, and create a process to address those 
suffering from cannabis convictions. This historic vote comes after 
a seemingly sharp public shift of opinion towards legalization. 
According to a Gallup poll, 66% of Americans want to legalize 
marijuana, with a majority of Republicans also in favor at 51%.
 
Political experts believe the bill has a good chance of passing the 
House, but will have a much tougher time getting through the 
Senate. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell has voiced his 
opposition to such measures, saying that although he supports 
hemp, he believes it is not the same plant as marijuana. Many 
attempts to reform federal cannabis laws have been indirect, by 
adding provisions to non cannabis related bills. Many cannabis 
advocates believe that a direct approach to decriminalization 
would be more likely to pass both the House and Senate.

Trump has stated that under his administration, cannabis offenses 
would not be charged at the federal level and in 2018 voiced his 
support for the STATES Act, which would allow states to decide 
their own fate in regards to cannabis legislation. It is still unsure if 
he would sign the MORE Act if passed  by congress in September. 
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HOUSE OF REP. LIKELY TO VOTE 
ON FEDERAL CANNABIS 
DECRIMINALIZATION - MORE ACT

CANNABIS SPONSORSHIPS 
& MARKETING IN SPORTS
HELD BACK BY GOV Arizona residents will vote on Proposition 207, which would legalize 

adult (21+) recreational cannabis in Arizona. In addition to allowing 
cannabis use by non-patients, Prop 207 makes it legal to grow up 
to 6 plants at one’s residence, and up to 12 plants for 2 or more 
adults living together. The bill also allows for people convicted 
previously of possessing less than an ounce of marijuana or six 
or fewer plants or paraphernalia to petition to have the record 
expunged. One of the more critiqued aspects of the bill is an excise 
tax of 16% of rec cannabis sales. The previous attempt to legalize 
adult-use (Prop 205) failed 48% to 51%. Follow the full details on 
our website cannabiscactus.com and make sure to vote.

Two years after legalization and Canadians are still devastated at 
the quality of their dispensary cannabis. BOGO’s and “First Time 
Specials” are unheard of north of the border and Canadian’s report 
that they simply do not trust the quality of dispensary flowers. 
High prices also make it difficult for patients to transition from 
the street to dispensary shopping. Edibles and concentrates have 
only recently been legalized and are still not available in the legal 
market. The two largest cannabis producers in Canada are Canopy 
Growth and Aphria Inc. Both companies are well diversified in the 
food and beverage industry, but are just beginning in the cannabis 
industry. Aphria has reported a year-over-year revenue increase 
of 129%, coming in just over CA$543 million for 2020. Canopy, 
though almost 4 times the size of Aphria, reported a growth of just 
76%, topping at CA$399 in revenue for 2020.

ARIZONA TO VOTE 
ON REC USE IN NOV

SPANISH GOVERNMENT 
BANS PUBLIC SMOKING

STREET WEED STILL 
RULES CANADA

IMAGE CREDIT/@irene.llorente

FIRST POT STOCK 
TO REACH $1 B

This is the goal for Curaleaf Holdings, who 
expects to be the first cannabis company to be valued above 
$1 billion, according to The Motley Fool investor news. Curaleaf 
operates in a handful of states and has multiple locations in 
Arizona. The company currently generates about $165 million in 
quarterly revenue and maintaining this level of sales would value 
them at about $660 million, based on yearly revenue. Curaleaf is 
growing fast but would need to double their current growth rate 
to reach one billion dollars by 2021. A lot can change in the next 
twelve months that makes this growth increase possible in the 
industry. Legalization, the pandemic, and changes in the economy 
are expected to grow the market, but no one is certain by how 
much. The main competitor for Curaleaf is Trulieve Cannabis, who 
posted increased sales from $57 million to $120 million for an 
increase over 100%. Green Thumb Industries also posted $119 
million in quarterly sales, up a whopping 167% since last year. Any 
of these companies could potentially reach the one billion mark in 
the next year if the right factors fall into place.

ESPORTS, 
UFC, & 
RACING 
FANS MOST 
CANNABIS 
FRIENDLY
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The Cannabis Cactus APP is live on Apple & Google Play stores. Download now for chances 
to win weekly prizes including glass, grass and cash. This digital service is brought to you 
with support from our amazing sponsors and is ALWAYS FREE & NEVER PRICKLY!

The Simpsons is the theme this month because we are focusing on Rick Simpson Oil. 
Rick Simpson Oil (RSO) was created almost two decades ago and today it’s sold in most 
dispensary retailers and celebrated widely within the cannabis community. The Rick 
Simpson cover design is by Austin Cabral and the Cactus Bart is by Ducky Moss. Ducky 
played off of the 1990 Rolling Stones cover featuring Bart Simpson.

In a recent Simpsons episode (S31, E17), Marge gets a job at Drederick Tatum (Mike Tyson’s) 
dispensary and is known as the healer, while Homer operates underground as a dealer. Moe 
and Homer start an underground cannabis lounge after Otto complains he can’t find a 
proper bag of regular weed. Hilarity ensues along with commentary about the legal and 
underground cannabis markets. Watch it for free on Fox.com.

The Simpsons have been a long standing pop culture thread woven into the social fabric of 
American society. They are known for dramatizing events that often come true in real life. 
Famous stoners have made their way onto the show such as Cypress Hill, Willie Nelson, 
Cheech & Chong and many more. The Simpsons have referenced cannabis in many 
episodes over the years including the unexpected plot twist that Ned Flanders parents were 
actually stoner hippies.

Enjoy our introduction to Rick Simpson Oil. There are resources online for making your 
own cannabis oil and tips for how to use it as treatment for many conditions. The following 
article and anything else in this magazine is informative only and is not intended as medical 
advice. Our statements have not been evaluated by the FDA... or anyone for that matter. 
We encourage each patient to seek the advice of medical professionals before making any 
changes to current medical routines.

Thank you for reading, it means the world to each of us!

Michael Cassini, Editor
mike@cannabiscactus.com
Available 24/7: 623-295-1011
Cannabiscactus.com

Image above by Ducky Moss
Front + Back Cover by Austin Cabral #cannabiscactus
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by Kelly Mahoney

Growing up, cannabis wasn’t something I thought a lot about. Like 
any kid, I was curious and had questions, and my mom always 
did her best to be open and honest with me. Looking back and 
knowing what I know now, I think my mom did a really fantastic 
job of staying neutral on the subject, which gave me the ability 
to do my own research and come to my own conclusions. Let’s 
be real though - I was probably 14 or 15 when I started really 
getting curious and the likelihood that I actually went out of my 
way to do research on cannabis before I tried it for the first time 
is really, really slim. My mom was educated about cannabis and 
she passed those little nuggets of wisdom on to me - things like 
“If you’re going to do it, make sure it’s with people you trust” and 
making sure I knew that cannabis has relatively minimal health 
risks. Armed with this information, when I tried cannabis for the 
first time I was at home, with a family member I trusted and it’s 
still a cherished memory. Outside of the multitude of health and 
wellness benefits I get from cannabis, it has also given me some 
of the best memories and relationships I’ve ever had.

The medical marijuana laws were passed in Arizona in my early 
20s and right away my mom and stepdad got involved. For context, 
I’m going to expose myself a little. I try really hard, and often 
detrimentally hard, to get people to like me. I want to be “unique” 
and “cool” and “likeable” and I genuinely enjoy the attention I can 
get from being “interesting”. Back then, having parents that were 
actively growing weed was about the coolest thing I could have 
had and I’d be lying if I said I didn’t use that to my advantage. I 
had just gotten out of a pretty crappy relationship, during which 
I had made a small group of friends that were mostly employees 
and patrons of a local bar and restaurant. Five or six days a week I 
would spend upwards of six hours at the bar, hanging out with my 
friends, passing out experimental edibles my mom had forgotten 
about in the bottom of the freezer. Eventually, I got hired on at the 
MMJ co-op and started dating one of the restaurant employees. 
While I worked at the co-op, I helped some of my friends get their 
medical or caregiver cards, or at the very least did my best to 
educate them about all of the new laws. As much fun as those 
young, drunk days were - and I do have many fond memories from 
back then - looking back on it now is a little bit sad.

How I found 
Community & Family 
in Cannabis

Outside of the multitude 
of health and wellness 

benefits I get from 
cannabis, it has also 

given me some of the 
best memories and 

relationships I’ve ever had.

“
”
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Continued...

Kelly Mahoney worked at a medical cannabis Co-op with her mother, Laura Mastropietro, helping new patients acquire their medical cards 
and advising on strains and methods. Diagnosed at a young age with spinal muscular atrophy, she is a medical cannabis patient and 

advocates for the incredible benefits, and downright fun, of cannabis. She now lives in a prohibition state as a cat mom and gamer wife.
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I know I wanted to share stories about how cannabis has given 
me family and community and love, but I don’t know if I would 
have any of that if it wasn’t for the mistake I made back then. I’m 
sure it will surprise no one, but my early twenties alcohol and lie 
fueled relationship didn’t last long, and when that fell apart, I was 
surprised that I lost all of the friends I had made too. They didn’t 
“pick sides”, they just kind of forgot about me. It took me a while 
to realize, but I think it’s because none of them really knew me. I 
was so worried about everyone liking me that I made cannabis my 
only personality trait, and when my romantic relationship ended, 
no one really knew enough about me, outside of my access to 
cannabis, to care.

Fortunately, while this was happening, I was still working at the co-
op, and while I worked there, I made some real, incredible friends. 
When I went to work I realized that I had made real connections 
with these people; my coworkers and our patients. I’ll never forget 
a patient we had that was using cannabis to help manage end 
stage liver failure. When they came into the office, we talked and 
laughed and genuinely cared about each other. At the end of their 
life, they were kind enough to gift us some glass pieces from 
their personal collection, with the hope that they would remain 
appreciated by us, and they were. My coworkers and our patients 
knew me and appreciated me as more than just the girl with the 
weed, but it was the cannabis that ultimately brought us together.

Fast forward a few years. Now, I’m living in Texas with my fiance. 
One of my biggest concerns when we moved was the drastic shift 
in my access to cannabis, but fortunately, my partner still had 
friends here who could help us out. Those friends became some of 
my closest friends, too, and kept me sane while I was adjusting to 
being away from home for the first time in my life. Our initial bond 
was usually made over our similar enthusiasm about cannabis, but 
it always grew from there, and the older I get, the more I realize 
what a pivotal role my cannabis interest plays in my relationships. 
Now, it obviously makes sense that you’re going to gravitate 
towards people with similar interests. Whether your passion 
is sport or art or music, it’s likely that the people you surround 
yourself with most often will share the same interests. What I have 

noticed is that there’s something unique that can happen when 
you’re dealing with cannabis, especially in a prohibition state.

In a prohibition state, you have to find someone to get your cannabis 
from, right? This can be tricky. Friends of friends, acquaintances, 
strangers, shady meeting places, bad deals, set ups; there are a 
million things to consider. I think we got particularly lucky, but 
I’d hesitate to say that our situation is unique to buying cannabis 
illegally. Our particular source is a friend, and I’d even go so far 
as to say that they treat my partner and I like family. We’ve had 
meals there, spent hours talking and laughing and smoking on 
their front porch. When our dryer broke, they gave us a dryer that 
they had never used. When we have extra food, we bring it over 
and sometimes, we get sent home with homemade ribs.

What I find particularly interesting is the spectrum of people we’ve 
met through them. We’ve had political debates that got heated 
and emotional conversations with people having a hard day, but at 
the end of it all, we’re still passing the joint. Cannabis has always 
struck me as having the unique ability to transcend things that we 
may see as a deal breaker when it comes to dealing with certain 
people. I definitely had my own preconceived biases when I moved 
to the middle of the country in Texas. The people I spend the most 
time with now would have honestly, probably scared the crap out 
of me, but cannabis gave me the opportunity to get to know them 
a little better and now they are some of my closest friends.

Am I suggesting that you try to chat up your dealer everytime 
you see them? No. What I am suggesting is that cannabis may 
give you an opportunity to meet people in a different way. If you’re 
passionate about cannabis activism, maybe look for a group in your 
area to volunteer for. Maybe, you’re really into D&D. Try organizing 
a game night (remotely or in person) with the added bonus of being 
420 friendly. Family and community are what you make of them, 
and I have been fortunate enough that mine have always been 
understanding about my cannabis enthusiasm, if not downright 
excited about it. The cannabis community has continued to prove 
itself to be a diverse and generally open minded community, and I 
am so grateful to be able to call so many of you family.

Community & Family in Cannabis

Cannabis has always struck me as having 
the unique ability to transcend things that we 
may see as a deal breaker when it comes to 

dealing with certain people.“
”
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Rick Simpson is well known in the world of natural wellness. His film, 
Run From The Cure, has helped inspire a new generation of cannabis 
activists. Simpson pioneered the use of concentrated cannabis oil 
medicine only to be indicted by Canadian authorities and harassed 
by corporate interests. Rick Simpson’s cannabis story began in the 
nineties when he retired from work, due to debilitating injuries. 

Rick Simpson worked as a power engineer, until 1997, after he suffered 
a severe head injury that affected his daily motor functions. Doctors put 
him on so many chemicals and pills that did nothing to help his frequent 
headaches and nerve pain. One day, he was watching an episode of The 
Nature of Things on public television, with host Dr. David Suzuki. The 
episode was called, “Reefer Madness II” and the doctor was showing 
people smoking cannabis to find relief from all kinds of ailments. 

Simpson decided to try smoking cannabis, which was allowed under 
the Medical Cares Act of Canada. He found that cannabis worked better 
than any of the medications doctors were prescribing. He asked each 
doctor’s advice and they would tell hemp cannabis was too dangerous 
and unstudied. Rick wondered, “How could a plant that has been used 
medicinally for thousands of years still be unstudied and dangerous?”

Rick began having problems with balance and basic motor functions as 
a result of the side effects of pills prescribed by doctors. He was getting 
more relief from smoking cannabis than the doctor prescriptions but he 
knew he needed something even stronger. He decided to ask the doctor 
about the possibility of extracting concentrated oil from the cannabis 
plant. The doctor admitted it would be a concentrated way to use the 
plant but would still not give a medical prescription for cannabis.

Rick went home and made his first cannabis extract but he was worried 
to use it because he trusted the doctors. The extract sat on the shelf 
for almost three years because Rick was afraid to use it. His physical 
condition eventually deteriorated to the point where the doctors had 
no more help to offer and Rick finally hoped, out of desperation, that 
the benefits of cannabis oil would outweigh any possible risks. Rick 
started ingesting small amounts of cannabis extracts and the results 
were effective right away. His physical pain, mental cloudiness and 
depression caused by the chemical prescriptions went away within one 
month. Rick kept taking the cannabis oil nightly and reported that his 
arthritis cleared up, his body returned to normal weight and then other 
improvements amazed him.

“My name is Rick 
Simpson and I’m here 
to tell you about the 
most medicinal plant 
known to man: Hemp.
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by Mike Cassini

I’ve been more interested in the origins of Rick Simpson Oil since 
taking it after major surgery to repair a broken hip and femur. Before 
then, I had only taken RSO casually, in small doses, which was great 
for falling asleep. After surgery, my body accepted the medicine in a 
much different way than it had before. Right away, I felt relief from 
the gastrointestinal issues that developed after surgery and antibiotics. 
The hospital pumped me full of meds to the point where my body 
was toxic and even digesting food became almost impossible. After my 
first 50mg dose, I was eating normally again and after one week had 
also lost about three pounds of stomach weight. I don’t know why this 
happened but my body was less bloated and inflamed from head to toe. 
This experience changed my whole view about RSO and I realized that I 
wanted to learn more about RSO and its creator, Rick Simpson.

17#cannabiscactus
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“When you examine the 
buds from the 

hemp plant, you 
can see that 

it is covered 
in resin. This 

resin makes 
the buds appear 
to be covered 

in frost. 
This resin is 
the medicine. 

When collected 
and processed 
properly, the 
resulting oil 

is an effective 
tool for 

practically any 
disease known 
to man, even 

cancer.
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In the early 2000’s, Rick had skin cancer growths near his eye and 
cheek and on his chest that continued getting worse. Doctors wanted to 
operate on the growth near his eye first and then the other two growths. 
After surgery on his eye, the site began to get infected. Simpson wasn’t 
willing to repeat the surgery for the other cancerous spots. He had been 
producing and ingesting his own oil for about one year and wondered 
if he could apply it directly to the skin. He bandaged the affected chest 
and cheek area with cannabis oil and within one week found that both 
cancerous growths had disappeared. About seven weeks later, the 
initial spot on his eye came roaring back with more cancer. He treated 
it himself by applying a dab of cannabis oil and, for a third time, the 
cancer disappeared completely. The pathology report showed no more 
signs of skin cancer.

Simpson had heard a report on the radio that said “THC, the active 
ingredient in Marijuana, has been found to kill cancer cells.” The study 
he refers to shows that Cannabinol (CBN) and Tetrahydrocannabinol 
(THC) were effective in slowing lung cancer growth in mice. In 2014, 
another study showed that cannabis oil was effective when paired with 
other treatments. The theory is that the cannabinoids help the body’s 
cells to accept the treatment. Simpson heard that report in 1975 but 
even the announcer was laughing as he read the report. That was the 
attitude most people had towards cannabis in the seventies. 

Rick Simpson said, in a Canadian radio interview, “The withholding 
of cannabis medicine by private corporations is one of the greatest 
genocides in human history. Cannabis is a threat to major corporations 
and they have killed innumerable people who could have been saved 
with cannabis medicine.” Simpson’s experience with politicians and 
authorities exposed that no one would lift a finger in support of cannabis 
all the way up to the world stage of the UN.

Simpson grew cannabis and extracted the oil in his own backyard. 
The oil was donated to dozens of terminally ill patients and those 
who desperately needed medical help. Simpson stayed in touch with 
local authorities and Royal Mounties about what was happening on his 
property; He would even ask for cannabis confiscated by authorities for 
his own medical research. This same police department that he would 
regularly contact were the ones who raided him for manufacturing 
cannabis oil. Rick shared his recipe publicly online before charges 
were presented in court because of fears that his research would 
be destroyed by corrupted corporate interests. He also realized that 
dishonest people in the cannabis industry would try to profit from his 
name and recipe.

Rick Simpson used his cannabis oil to treat skin cancer on his face 
and neck (basal cell carcinoma). This high potent oil has since been 
used to treat many patients for conditions including, but not limited 
to, inflammation, infections, digestive issues, depression, insomnia, 
arthritis, asthma, appetite, multiple sclerosis and many others. Each 
patient has their personal testimony but there is not much scientific 
evidence to back any positive claims. 

Side effects of using Rick Simpson include drowsiness so it’s important 
to start with about 10mg (half a grain of rice) and increase as needed. 
Each person’s desired dose is different and there is no evidence to 
prove that Rick Simpson Oil doses cure any disease. We encourage you 
to try Rick Simpson Oil for yourself and keep track of the experience.

continued...

“It’s said 
that 98% of 
oncologists 

would not take 
their own 

treatments for 
cancer. Doctors 
get a kickback 

for every 
prescription 
written. The 

only branch of 
medicine I put 

any faith in is 
surgeons. The 

pill pushers and 
psychiatrists 

are quacks, All 
of them.

GenXtracts
RSO 1 gram syringe. (pictured) 

Available at Nirvana Center locations.

PuraEarth
1:1 THC/CBD 1 gram syringe. 

Available at Urban Greenhouse.

Cresco Labs
Awake, Renew, Relax 1 gram syringe. 
Available at Sunny Side Dispensary.

Drip
Full spectrum High THC 1 gram syringe. 

Available at Trumed Dispensary.

Quality RSO products available for you to try: 

19#cannabiscactus
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What do we know?
We know that Rick Simpson oil contains an array of cannabinoids 
and THC. We also know that our body processes these cannabinoids 
through receptors in our endocannabinoid system. We know 
that the endocannabinoid system is one of the most versatile 
systems in the body. Ingesting terpenes such as caryophyllene 
and cannabinoids like CBD and THC are ways to help boost the 
endocannabinoid system. Many natural factors such as reducing 
stress and making positive diet changes can help boost the 
receptors of the endocannabinoid system. Omega-3’s and fatty 
acids are the building blocks for the CB1 receptors in your brain. 
CB2 receptors are found more in the immune system. Each is 
responsible for monitoring a variety of bodily functions.

Pictured from top to bottom: 
Infused Gummies with Mad Terp Labs RSO
Infused Chocolate Covered Nuts & Cookies

Infused Gummies with Cresco Labs RSO
Edibles crafted by Michelle Mango @mlmcooks

Has anyone studied the effects 
of cannabis in the body?
In 1992, at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, Dr. Lumir Hanis 
discovered the Endocannabinoid, Anandamide. His team was 
the first to identify proteins that react with Endocannabinoids. 
They discovered and confirmed the presence of CB1 & CB2 
cannabinoid receptors in human brains and immune systems. 
As they tried to figure out the pathways of how these naturally 
occurring endocannabinoids were getting into the brain, they 
found an unknown molecular system within the body that 
was regulating these tasks. The system is now known as the 
endocannabinoid system or (ECS) and its primary function, as we 
understand currently, is to help maintain homeostasis inside and 
outside the body. Research shows the endocannabinoid system 
to have evolved over 500 million years ago and is present in all 
vertebrates including mammals, fish, birds and reptiles.

At first, research about Cannabinoids was only based on the 
cannabis plant but more recently cannabinoids have been found 
naturally occuring in cloves, black pepper, broccoli, carrots and 
many more things we ingest. We do not know exactly how our 
body synthesizes cannabinoids or what causes some people to 
have more receptors than others. Scientists speculate that there 
are many things such as foods and medicines that can decrease 
the body’s ECS signaling. They believe that supplementing a 
healthy diet with THC and CBD can help strengthen ECS receptors. 
Rick Simpson oil offers different medical benefits than smoking 
cannabis because it is absorbed differently by the endocannabinoid 
system inside the body.

continued...
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Kevin Vontesmar:
MMJ patient since 2013

RSO Total Ingested: 430 grams. 
Total Oral: 400 grams.
Total Edibles: 25 grams. 
Total Suppositories: 5 grams, 500mg each. 
Flower (weekly): 10-14 grams of top shelf quality.
RSO Daily: 2 grams orally.

Kevin Vontesmar: I just ingested my 420th gram 
of Rick Simpson Oil. WOW! At 2 grams per day 
regularly after my initial 60 grams in 75 days, it 
adds up fast.

I must start by personally saying THANK YOU to 
Debbie Hunter and the entire Mohave Cannabis 
team. YOU HAVE CHANGED MY QUALITY OF LIFE!

I told my family I would not go through what we did 
the 1st time. Not me and not them. There is a better 
way to tackle this cancer battle. Being a long time 
stoner, pothead, hippie, or whatever you want to call 
me, I have always heard about RSO, Rick Simpson 
Oil and it’s benefits. 
Now’s my time, October 2019 when the Dr’s told 
me “its back, it’s small but it is there.” I did not let 
them biopsy me at this point, no reason to piss it off 
when they already told me it was untreatable due to 
where the cancer is.

I start on RSO. I received a donation of a 60 gram RSO cycle and I 
hit it hard, finishing 60 grams of Cresco Labs RSO in just 75 days. 
My fight was not done there, so I personally reached out for help. 
An amazing lady named Debbie reached out to me and told me 
pretty straight forward, “I got you covered from now till you don’t 
want to take RSO anymore.”

After my first test results and scans, I discussed this with my 
doctors. They are not all for it, but I stuck to my guns. We decided 
that slightly more would be better than slightly less in my situation. 
Let’s battle it from the top side, it’s a lot easier that way. I started 
taking 2 grams of RSO per day in February 2020.

To date, I have had two tests done since taking RSO and monitoring 
what’s going on.

Test 1 came back STABLE, the cancer had stopped growing and no 
new developments to report. A few months later Test 2 came back 
STABLE as well as showing a small decrease in the tumor size.

RSO has changed my quality of life. I take ZERO prescription 
meds from the Dr’s. My medicines are cannabis in all forms and 
zero pharmaceutical drugs. I try to have a decent diet. Exercise is 
important and I personally think a positive mindset is key. RSO 
increases my appetite, eases my pains, and fights my cancer, I 
hope.

November 1, 2019:

Total RSO Intake up to 8/28/2020:

Kevin is sponsored by Mohave Cannabis Co. which 
is found at any Debbie’s Dispensary locations. They 
create RSO from Mohave Cannabis specifically 
for Kevin at this time, not available for purchase. 
GenXtracts, a new sponsor of Kevins, has RSO 
available and can be purchased at Nirvana Center.

Kevin began RSO treatment after being diagnosed 
with High Grade ChondroSarcoma. He had surgery to 
remove cancerous mass from the C1-C5 vertebrae 
of his spine on 11/15/2018. His Cancer returned 
in October 2019 and his RSO journey starts there.

The following is his personal testimony after using 
over 400 hundreds of grams of RSO:

23#cannabiscactus
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continued...

I suggest people try RSO, as it has been known to help with so 
many things. I personally know of no negatives from it, although 
some people will benefit more than others. I have had many people 
around me try it for multiple different reasons with no negative 
effects. Start with a small dose as RSO is an extremely potent 
cannabis product.

“ RSO 
has changed my 

quality of life. 
I take ZERO 
prescription 

meds...

“
Here is a patient testimony from cancer patient Kevin Vontesmar. 
This testimonial is not meant as medical advice, however, we do 
encourage you to try RSO while keeping track of the results. It’s 
common to start with a drop of oil smaller than a grain of rice; see 
how this affects sleep and cognitive functions before experimenting 
with daytime doses.
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Can I make RSO at home? 

continued...

There are home recipes for RSO using a pressure cooker or rice 
cooker but this can also be dangerous so we only recommend 
using the help of a professional in a well ventilated area. 
Instructions can be found on Rick Simpson’s official website 
www.phoenixtears.ca.

RSO is most often made by mixing cannabis plant matter 
with alcohol or other solvents like ethanol or butane. Cannabis 
flowers are soaked in a container along with the solvents 
and then the mixture is strained and cooked down until fully 
reduced. The oil is eaten directly or baked into edibles.

Winterization and decarboxylation are both essential steps to 
study for making a high quality and long lasting cannabis oil. 
Winterization removes unwanted plant matter like lipids and 
waxes that are suspended in the oil and decarboxylation makes 
sure all THCa is activated. It takes about one quarter ounce of 
cannabis flowers to make one gram of high quality RSO.

Decarboxylation is a chemical reaction that takes place in 
cannabis when a carbon atom is removed from a carboxylic acid 
group (THCa) and transforms into the psychoactive compound 
(THC). This reaction occurs every time a flame sparks a joint 
of cannabis. Carbon Dioxide burns off as a result and the 
smoke inhaled contains fully activated THC. Decarboxylation is 
essential to activate THC for use in tinctures and edibles. Rick 
Simpson Oil is already decarbed when purchased and can be 
used for cooking edibles or consuming in raw form.

Rick Simpson Oil is already decarbed when purchased and can 
be used for cooking edibles or consuming in raw form.

Home cooks who make edibles usually decarboxylate 
cannabis flowers at temperatures between 190-250 degrees. 
Professionals use a Roto Evaporator (Roto Vap) to decarboxylate 
and then quickly and evenly purge alcohol from a cannabis oil 
mixture.

THCa is good for the body because it reacts with the 
endocannabinoid system but just not enough to feel it in the 
brain as a ‘high’ feeling. THCa doesn’t reach the CB1 receptors 
in our brains like a hit from the bong that forms an almost 
instant bond with CB1 receptors.

Trial and error is the way to achieve the best effects from a 
cannabis extraction because each strain of cannabis will react 
differently when processed into cannabis concentrates. 
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@lastprisonerproject

The Last Prisoner Project
What is

by Joseph Cassini

The Last Prisoner Project is a non profit coalition of cannabis 
industry leaders, executives, and artists that work to bring 
restorative justice to the cannabis industry.

“LPP was founded out of the belief that if anyone is able to profit 
and build wealth in the legal cannabis industry, those individuals 
must also work to release and rebuild the lives of those who have 
suffered from cannabis criminalization.”

“We believe that anyone profiting from or freely engaging in the 
legal cannabis industry has a moral imperative to work towards 
restorative justice. No one should remain incarcerated or continue 
to suffer the collateral consequences of prohibition and the War 
on Drugs which has and continues to disproportionately impact 
communities of color.”

Put simply, why are people in prison for cannabis when others are 
generating wealth from it?

How Can I Help?
There are many ways to get involved in the movement. Most 
importantly, stay educated on what’s going on so you can share 
information with others, either through social media or personal 
interactions. Follow LPP at @LastPrisonerProject to stay up to 
date.

Of course, monetary donations are the most common way to 
support an organization like LPP, but volunteering your time or 
writing a letter to a current cannabis prisoner is another way to 
make a tremendous impact. LPP has a “Letter Writing Program” 
that will facilitate that process, allowing you to easily participate. 

There is one more way to help and it may be the easiest. Simply 
buy a cartridge from Copperstate Farms through October and 
they’ll donate to the cause.
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Ever wondered why humans tend to reach for food (or substances) when 
they are feeling overwhelmed? What is it about food that comforts? And 
why do we want to devour everything in the freezer and pantry when we use 
cannabis?! Well, scientifically speaking, the cannabinoid THC is actually an 
appetite stimulant. This is good for patients who need to be eating more…but 
for most of us, it can be so annoying! I recently ate an entire bag of jalapeño 
kettle chips and think I may have licked the bag too. In these uncertain 
times, food is not only one of the few normal activities in which we can still 
partake, it’s also kind of comforting to eat, if I’m being honest. 

Ice cream sales have skyrocketed during the virus. So, at least I’m not alone 
in loving a big bowl of creamy smooth ice cream, some chocolate and 
peanut butter yumminess, and if I’ve got coconut whip to top it off, even 
better! What about you, any go-to snacks that just seem to fulfill that salty 
or sweet tooth we all seem to have at times? Especially after medicating? 
Ladies, I KNOW you’ve got some cravings that seem to take over all logic 
and sense during that time… it’s tough to have temperance when it tastes 
so good, and let’s face it, makes us actually feel good! Herb and munchies 
go together like, well, chips and ice cream ha-ha!

Merriam Webster defines “Craving” as: an intense, urgent, or abnormal 
desire or longing. Sometimes we fail to understand this. We use the word as 
though it’s totally normal! “I’m just craving fries and a milkshake; I need to 
give in to it, I must need it cause I’m craving it”. Sound like something you 
may tell yourself from time to time? You aren’t alone. We all want to give in 
to cravings because, well, it feels good. 

But what’s actually going on in our body and brain when we give in to these 
munchies? Sugar is proven to light up the reward center part of our brain 
and release natural chemicals such as dopamine into our bodies, not much 
unlike cocaine and heroin! Seriously; researchers at Princeton University 
found that when rats ingest large amounts of sugar, their brains undergo 
changes similar to the changes in the brains of people who abuse these 
drugs. Additionally, excess sugar impairs cognitive skills and, again, the 
ability to practice temperance (i.e. self-control). Scientists have studied 
how sweet foods, and salty and fatty foods, can produce addiction-like 
effects in our brain. We can easily overeat and abuse these yummy foods. 
Excessive intake of these unhealthy foods can lead to Type 2 diabetes, 
which is a serious problem in our society. A study published in Diabetes 
Care concluded that this type of diabetes was related to increased sadness, 
anxiety and depression. So, we have potential for physical addiction, along 
with all these mental health issues. Is it really worth giving in to our cravings 
for a temporary release that could ultimately harm? Something to chew on 
for us all.

Written by Natalie Karmo

Sugar is proven 
to light up 
the reward 
center part of 
our brain and 
release natural 
chemicals such 
as dopamine 
into our bodies, 
not much unlike 
cocaine and 
heroin!

“
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The good news? There are ways to help curb the craving. Brushing 
your teeth can help! Who wants to eat right after brushing? Try it, 
you may be surprised how well it works. Drink water! Sometimes, 
we think we’re hungry, but we are actually just dehydrated. The 
best way to change our bad habits is to choose to eat all-natural 
sources of sugar found in fruit!

Most of us remember learning about the Food pyramid, introduced 
by the US Dept. of Ag back in 1992. I believe there was much 
corruption and lobbying involved in this “pyramid” - but that’s 
another article for another time. They were right in recommending 
we eat fruits, which are low in calories and fat and are a healthy 
source of natural sugars, vitamins and fiber. Whole fruit can tame 
those sugar cravings and actually fill us up.

HELP! I GOT QUARANTINE 
MUNCHIES BAD!

Maintaining a healthy lifestyle is something we all struggle with 
at certain points throughout life, and especially right now in these 
uncertain times.  And, IT’S OKAY to occasionally reach for a quick 
fix snack or treat. However, we must encourage others, and remind 
ourselves, our body is a temple; we are worth being considerate 
and conscious about what we put into our mouths. Sometimes, 
what we need much more than food is comfort for our souls. We 
can stop, think about why we want to eat an unhealthy food, and 
instead choose temperance, maybe even think about those around 
the world who do not have enough food. We can choose gratitude 
for what we have, trust that it will all work out okay, take some 
deep breaths, look up, and one day at a time, we’ll get through this. 

continued...

Cut up Apple or Banana with Peanut Butter

Homemade trail mix: almonds/walnuts/carob 
chips/dried cherries/banana chips

PB & Chocolate granola with hemp milk

Fresh berries and watermelon topped with 
coconut whip

A piece of dark chocolate or dark chocolate 
covered fruit

Sweet & Healthy
*

*

*

*

*

Cut up cucumber sprinkled with salt, salsa and 
guacamole for dipping

Homemade roasted potatoes (coconut oil, 
curry, turmeric, cayenne and a good bit of salt)

Hummus with cucumber slices and whole 
wheat pita

Homemade pickles (search the web for recipes 
– easy to make!)

Salty Goodness
*

*

*

*
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Receiving an invite to the Mint Cafe Culinary Cup couldn’t be more 
amazing. I love food, I mean I do eat pizzas and tacos on a regular 
basis, but yes I do love all culinary specialties. Boss man and myself 
rolled into the spot with smiles and laughs. In all seriousness, we 
were ready to purvey the scene and enjoy the company. Angie 
from Ideation Studios (formerly Onyx Studios) was friendly and 
receptive to us being on set for this contest. Bottled water was 
provided and an air conditioned atmosphere with a set-up like top 
chef to feast the eyes upon while we awaited the contestants was 
another highlight.

These contestants were real people, folks who have families, 
relationships, individuals who are an active part of the community. 
There were over one hundred entries for this contest, and it got 
narrowed down to the top ten finalists. The list includes “sweet” 
and “savory” entries; I really appreciated the set-up because the 
meals were categorized. I could try all the main course meals, then 
try the desserts. This was mental and judgement cash money, 
bringing my taste buds to the dance floor, focusing on purpose. 
Something special happens when we come together and enjoy our 
craft together- this being the case for the contestants within the 
Culinary Cup. As they say over at McDonald’s - I’m lovin’ it.

The food wasn’t medicated, which never came across as a 
problem for me. The food happens to be food - the most important 
part of food. The recipes are intended to be cannabis infused, but 
for the designs of the contest, the food was served to the judges 
without cannabis. Not a problem, for the fact remains in finding 
joy within the food itself - the intricate nuances to each dish, the 
work and time spent to make it not only a tasty treat, but also a 

presentable product, enticing the consumer to try the food offered. 
The anticipation to see what the chef’s were offering was also a fun 
part of this experience. Once the chefs came out, Omar introduced 
the dishes, then the judges sampled said dishes. After this, we got 
a chance to see what the food was about.
 
Let me say that all these contestants, all the chefs involved, were 
fantastic. Trying each dish was an honor, and left me wanting more. 
I felt myself in a dream state, trying food that can only be found in 
five star restaurants and fancy cruise lines. The atmosphere itself 
made me, an anxious depressive ridden mess, feel like a part of the 
team. Everyone was ready for a good time. This is the community 
many of us are seeking. These events for our community hold 
many good things for us patients. We can come together with 
people that are similar and share a love for cannabis.

After the winners were selected, it still felt like everyone was a 
winner. Daniel Estrada from Gilbert came in first with his Salt River 
Bars. What a tasty treat! And a great guy. There was no ego present. 
We live for now and we live for enjoying one another’s company. 
This kind of event helps people come together regardless of the 
purpose of finding the best of the best. Sure, winning is part of a 
contest - the difference is when everyone comes to dance with 
each other in unison. This happens sometimes, and it happened at 
this event. We couldn’t be more grateful to be a part of this event 
and share in the good times with all involved. Thank you Mint Cafe, 
and thank you all who took part in the Culinary Cup.

Your dedicated medical patient,
Dietrich Dash

Winner!
Salt river BarS, 

By Daniel eStraDa



iS CBn a 
SeDative?

a little Botany

What We think We knoW:

What are the forWarD-looking StateMentS?

How about a bit of trivia: Do you know the first phytocannabinoid 
structure that was identified and isolated? If you guessed it was 
THC because of its iconic and superior identity with cannabis, 
think again. It was actually cannabinol (CBN), discovered in the 
year 1899 and structurally mapped by chemist Robert Cahn in 
the 1930’s. Soon after, it was synthesized in a laboratory by Nobel 
Laureate and organic chemist Lord Alan Todd. 

Only a few years later, THC and CBD were isolated and quickly 
swept CBN in cultural popularity, political manipulation and 
therapeutic understanding. But, don’t necessarily underestimate 
the OG. CBN has its own psychosomatic uses and has proven to 
be a very interesting molecule, though we still aren’t quite sure 
of its conclusive purpose. Questions remain, including its most 
widely accepted impetus:

Is CBN a sedative?

CBN is known as a product of cannabis degradation; it forms 
slowly when the adult plant is harvested and left vulnerable to 
a typical ambient environment. When THC is exposed to UVA/B 
light, oxygen and heat, it undergoes an oxidation reaction and loses 
four hydrogen atoms, creating CBN. This change in molecular 
structure also changes the way CBN binds to endocannabinoid 
receptors and therefore altering how it elicits its effects within the 
human body.

The loss of four hydrogen atoms through oxidation of the circled 
ring above creates a second aromatic ring and the compound 
cannabinol. But CBN is not just a product of THC or THCV 
degradation (yes, there exists CBNV, or cannabinovarin). It is also 
formed normally throughout the plant growth cycle just like other 
phytocannabinoid acids such as CBDA and THCA. Cannabinolic acid 
(CBNA) is present predominantly in chemovars that are reported 
to cause sleepiness or sedation. For consumers or patients, don’t 
mistake this for an indica-only association. An example? Purple 
Sour Diesel, a sativa-dominant strain and cross of Sour Diesel, 
Purple Kush and SR-71, is known for its dose-related energizing 
effects and high-concentration of THC, but it also causes a notable 
sleepiness due to the fact it contains CBN. Or, so we believe.

CBN has historically been classified as a mildly intoxicating 
phytocannabinoid, significantly less than that of THC and its 
analogues, and less than THCV in higher doses. In contrast, many 
researchers consider CBN to be non-intoxicating on its own, a 
consideration that is hot for debate.  CBN is a weak CB1 and CB2 
agonist, and when metabolized into 11-OH-CBN through first pass 
liver metabolism, its affinity or agonism for CB1 receptors in the 
central nervous system increases slightly. Many believe the effects 
are generally mild.

It is widely known for its valuable claim as a sedative, and has even 
been reported to be a 2:1 mg equivalent to diazepam (Valium), 
a drug commonly prescribed for anxiety (discussed later). When 
used in a synergistic fashion with THC, CBN has been stated to 
increase mental and somatic sedation, as well as increase overall 
intoxicating effects. It’s also been reported to help alleviate pain 
and inflammation. But how much of the current medical literature 
supports its therapeutic value?  Does CBN actually do what we all 
believe?

When administered as an isolated molecule, the majority of the 
scientific body of literature does not conclusively support claims 
that CBN is a sedative responsible for the sleepy feeling that 
consumer experience. Surprised? One specific and commonly cited 
study published in 1975 does conclude that orally-administered 
CBN enhances feelings of drowsiness, drunkenness, dizziness and 
a “drugged” feeling, but only when combined with THC. In addition, 
the study only recruited five subjects, making the statistical 
analysis very underpowered and likely significant by chance. 

What about the circulating claim relating CBN to diazepam? This 
relationship was actually reported by Steep Hill Labs and quickly 
went viral as a claim by many to cure sleeplessness. But no clinical 
data exists to support this, and the page stating Steep Hill’s 
conclusions has been recently removed. There is actually more 
evidence comparing the use of THC and diazepam in relation to 
their comparative effects on drowsiness and anxiety. Further, more 
data supports a dose-response relationship between THC and 
sleepiness when compared to CBN alone. With regard to CBN, the 
support favors more of an entourage effect, where its potential is 
seen as a synergistic relationship with other cannabis constituents 
than of one in isolation.

A not-so-positive fact for the males out there: The NEJM published 
a study in 1974 concluding that marijuana use may decrease 
plasma testosterone levels (say what?) Though the mechanism 
was thought to be linked to hypothalamic and pituitary 
gonadotropin hormone production, it led to further investigation. 
In 1978, an in vitro animal model study published in the journal 
Pharmacology Biochemistry and Behavior concluded that both 
THC and CBN may decrease testosterone secretion by the testes. 
Further, different mechanisms may exist between THC and CBN’s 
negative effect on testosterone production, with THC’s effects 
being more pronounced and having a negative impact on sexual 
activity. Another study in 1979, one in 1980, another in 2015, 
concluded similarly regarding CBN’s effects on testosterone 
suppression. Yikes!

Cannabinol has been positively supported to be an important pain-
relieving cannabinoid, as well as an anti-inflammatory. There is also 
limited evidence supporting CBN’s ability to stimulate appetite.  
Several studies have also considered the potential antioxidant role 
of CBN in delaying symptom onset associated with amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis (ALS), a motor neuron disorder, as well as its help 
with motor relaxation.

For patients and other consumers looking for a relaxing or sedating 

effect, it is recommended they find a product that contains a mix 
of THC, CBN and other natural aromatic compounds that elicit 
sleepiness, such as linalool (found most notably in lavender, 
though it’s prevalent in many cannabis strains).

As the ability to conduct cannabis-focused research expands, 
the scientific community will be able to deliver more concrete, 
evidence-based directives on CBN and the therapeutic value it 
holds.
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...it is recommended 
[that patients] find 

a product that 
contains a mix of 

THC, CBN and other 
natural aromatic 
compounds that 
elicit sleepiness, 
such as linalool...

“ by Jennifer Corso
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Roach Clip 
Corner

What’s up fellas, who do we 
have on the microphones?
Robert: I’m Robert Cerrone, I’m the director of marketing for 
HOLOH.

Alfred: My name is Alfred Hermes, I’m the chief science officer 
and co-founder of Endo Farms. Endo Farms is the company that 
produces all of HOLOH products. HOLOH is the first product that 
we are releasing, it’s our concentrate line. How long have you been growing for?

Alfred: When I was 19 years old, I went to Canada and bought 
seeds, because we were able to drink up there. Went up there 
and got the seeds and that was the start of it. We converted my 
buddy’s cabin into a grow and never stopped since then. The 
industry came ten years later, we thought we had this figured out 
to a degree, even though in reality we had nothing figured out.

Are they all extracted in the same way?
Alfred: Everything is extracted the same way, it used to be that 
everyone would start for shatter and you go from there. Now the 
market has changed to where shatter doesn’t matter as much, even 
though some people like shatter. All the different consistencies 
that we make; shatter, badder, crumble all start in the same place, 
live resin has a little bit of a different life. Depending on what you 
are shooting for the extractor does have some control for the end 
product, so depending on how we manipulate it. We can whip 
something into a crumble, depending on the container you put it 
in you can get some of those consistencies by accident. 

Any final thoughts?
Alfred: It was a great time, we would love to be back anytime. 
Thanks for having us, you guys are an awesome squad. For anyone 
looking for HOLOH products, we are in a lot of dispensaries - you 
can look us up on leafly. We are trying to bring awesome high 
quality products to the medical market.

Thank you HOLOH for your attention to detail, 
we appreciate the support we are going to 
keep telling everyone about it.

What mediums are you putting out?
Robert: We have the shatter, the badder, the crumble, we now have 
sugar, we are going to start testing on some live product that we 
are going to be bringing to market.

Can you explain the difference between the 
different types of concentrates you offer?
Robert: Shatter, badder, and crumble are all different form factors 
of an extract. Extracts maintain real high terpene profiles and hold 
the flavors really well. Crumble is exactly that, it’s crumbly, you 
take a little bit and fire it up. You basically vaporize it whether it’s 
using a pen or something like that. Shatter is translucent, glass like 
a piece of glass, hence the shatter.

What is HOLOH?
Alfred: HOLOH is boutique hydrocarbon concentrates, we use 
hydrocarbon solvents - things like butane, propane, we use a 
closed loop system. We are really pulling what we consider some 
fun science. For your average person, we are using gases and 
solvents to take out the medicinal components of that cannabis. 
Then we are in the backend recovering, evaporating, and ripping 
out that butane, the hydrocarbon gas. So that when we are done 
we have a full spectrum oil resin extract that basically has all 
the most desirable constituents that the plant possessed into a 
finished product, minus everything that it took us to get there, 
which in our case is the solvents and the hydrocarbons that we 
use. The process that we do is in a controlled environment. We 
are backed by science, everything that we do is based on science, 
instead of just throwing stuff in a tub and seeing what we come out 
with. We had a lot of R&D into the process but at the end of the 
day, HOLOH is just fire concentrate, but on a deeper level we try to 
make clean, consistent, reliable products.

You guys came out swinging with the 
lab tests before it was required by law. 
Alfred: This has been in the works for three years now. Anything 
that you try to do overnight, or you’re thinking, ‘Hey, this is going 
to be quick, we’re going to get to market, this is going to be great.’ 
You run into a million hurdles along the way. Those growing pains 
along the way that any company or start-up has. Three years 
ago, we would have been really radical and really new with the 
testing that we are doing. Now, we’re just really ahead of the curve 
because the new laws are going to come into effect in November. 
We’re testing for everything the new laws will require.

Robert: From my perspective, I’ve gone up to the lab a lot and the 
way that Alfred and his team do stuff up there is truly lab based. 
Clean room, the time that they spend, the system that we have, it’s 
going to sound cliche, but there is a lot of love that goes into that. 
They love what they do, they love the science behind it and they 
want to make sure that is clean. I have seen them do the work, 
it’s a passion and the love that his team has and it really comes 
through in the products. 

When did HOLOH become a company?
Alfred: The grind has been going on for a while. I started Endo 
farms, the parent company, as a consulting company over 
five years ago. We were just doing building design, designing 
cultivations, and extraction labs for people. We ended up seeing 
the ins and outs of the industry, the good and bad. That sparked 
me to think that this could be done better. We can do this right, we 
had seen a lot of things that had been done wrong, corners that 
were cut. It pushed me to think that we can do this better, we can 
do this right. I partnered with a couple of my current partners and 
from there we started the process to get into the market, develop 
the brand HOLOH and it’s been a love/hate relationship since then. 
With everyone that is growing a company, you realize it’s such a 
difficult process when you have this insane passion that I have, 
and a lot of our team has with what we are doing. It motivates you, 
each hurdle is like a new challenge. Sometimes, you don’t even 
think that you will get through it. When you do, you realize this is 
the wherewithal of the squad. This is all of us banding together to 
make this happen. The chips seem stacked against you, when you 
make it through those things you tell yourself “what you are doing 
makes sense.” There might be a reason behind this shit that’s been 
a big motivation for us. For us to say we are onto something, made 
it through tons of storms, and hurdles, but we are still in the fight.
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Fun
Trails

by Dietrich Dash

Car Shows

Music Stores

Book Stores

Libraries

Military Bases

Barcades

Museums

Parks

Lakes

With the heat beating down on our skin, the choices regarding what 
to do are limited. Do not fret! I’m here to speak about some things 
and places to check out for free. Yes, that’s right - for free. This is 
a list of things to get your mind off of staying at home, watching 
Netflix and baking biscuits while the kids scream and throw toys 
against the walls. Even without kids the house can become a place 
that feels stuffy and stale, a resort that’s lost its charm. So what 
do we do when we want to get out of the house? Here’s a list of 
things to take a look at while feeling the cabin fever that is COVID.

Going out and walking requires the effort needed to get from point A to 
point B. Hiking offers travelers a path to walk on and see the surrounding 
nature while doing it. Warning! This is an activity reserved for early in the 
morning and later in day, after or during the sun setting. Trails around the 
valley are still open, and if gas allows- going North is always a fun way to 
see new trails.

Not everyone plays an instrument, nor can sing; the thing is, we all love 
music. And seeing the instruments that are used to play the music we 
love is a good way to appreciate the art itself. Going to a music shop 
always provides smiles- seeing a range of guitars, drums, and other music 
accessories gives the viewer a sense of being in the mix. You feel like, yeah- 
these are the things that make the music possible. These are air-conditioned 
stores and are filled to the gills with instruments.

I know, reading is kind of something that nerds and geeks do. Check 
this though: there’s so much to read other than novels! There are comic 
books, books with pictures showing land and historic locations. There are 
periodicals and stuff to look at online. Plus there’s a library card to swoop. 
Those are free and fun to have- makes a person feel special, I’ll tell ya what.

Sometimes these places require a cover charge, just make sure you don’t 
go during peak hours. If you show up around three or four o’clock, then 
you should be good. No need to grab food and drink- just walk in and start 
playing free games. I can’t guarantee strange looks won’t come if you don’t 
buy a soda or some chicken wings, but hey- there are no rules against 
playing free games.

Falcon Field in Mesa hosts an open doors policy to all who are interested 
in checking out military planes. Even if you’re not into the military, seeing 
massive machines made of metal is cool. They give a history of the flyers 
and planes, and this is something that many haven’t checked out yet.

The lake is such a fun time. You can travel in the car, and you don’t need a 
boat. Inlets are available to park at. And the kids get to get wet. Also roads 
are there for traveling. See more beautiful nature and spend time with family 
or friends.

These are several things and places to check out. I know this list 
may not be exactly what you were looking for. It is something, 
and a list that is free of asking you to pay money for the activities 
listed. We can find beauty in every forgotten corner of our minds. 
It only takes a bit of imagination and creativity for ideas. This shall 
lead us on our searches for fun things to do. Any suggestions? 
Send them to me @readingbooksgalore or @cannabiscactus. 

We’d love to hear from you, and know what cool, fun activities 
you’ve discovered! We wish you a safe and positive summer, and 
remember- always free, never prickly!

Your dedicated patient,
Dietrich Dash.

These usually happen later in the evening, once the sun has gone down. 
They do exist- check your google to see what’s happening each week as far 
as shows for automobiles. I promise you’ll see some cool cars, and leave 
dreaming of the machines you saw.

There are several of these around the valley. They can range from historical 
to artistic. These places are also inside and air-conditioned. A good place to 
take a date or even a place to check out with the kids. Babysitting? Take the 
kids here. No dogs allowed, but I guarantee dogs love this too!

Similar to the library, except local bookshops such as Changing Hands 
carries more than books. They carry an assortment of cool things to peep, 
and also have a large collection of Native American art. Living in the Valley 
of the Sun in the Southwest, it’s cool to see authentic work from people of 
this land.

Yes, an outdoor activity- even so, a great way to get out for the day. Many 
parks hold grills and lakes. Lakes for fishing and looking at the water if 
nothing else. Grills for cooking food. And yes this is another family friendly 
place to go to. Even the dogs can join! This is a lost art, parks- they are still 
on the list of things to do for free.

Fre
e Things to do for
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His series on YouTube is not limited to your standard edible faire of 
cookies, brownies, and candy. His learning of, and experience with, 
new methods have opened up new avenues for infusing meats, 
drinks, or baking ingredients. These infusion methods that create 
these possibilities have only been recently embraced and refined 
as the legal market grows. One such example is the use of flower 
to create broad spectrum edibles, but his medium is not fat like 
butter or oils. Chef Turtle is one to embrace other forms of infusion, 
such as infusing sugar or artificial sweeteners with a grain alcohol 
extraction, known to some, as “Green Dragon or Cannabis Kirsch.” 
This isn’t something that was widely taught or explored anywhere 
online except in those ancient 90’s how-to videos, but as more 
chefs come along with training like Chef Turtle, the knowledge 
is finally being passed along. Having worked with Neil, and my 
direct hand in helping to formulate the methods to teach infusion 
calculations, he is someone to be trusted to provide an accurate 
dosage for an edible. As part of his education services, he can train 
you to create these base infusions to make your own precision 
dose edibles.

Chef Turtles’ Infusion Kitchen creates what I had hoped for when 
looking for resources anywhere on YouTube, a dialog. I could ask 
him, or maybe find someone in the comments with opinions on 
where to purchase clean quality flower in Arizona for my infusions. 
That dialog could help me to find new edibles to try as well, 
or flower for edibles that fit my diet and medical needs. As we 
progress from the hazy shadows of legality in the past, it will be 
education that leads us into a new era of cannabis. A YouTube 
channel, and culinary educator like Chef Turtle should have your 
attention so you can start learning what you will need to turn your 
favorite recipes into an infused delight. The time made available 
by world affairs has already made this a great time to learn some 
basic cooking skills so why not make the leap into learning to 
make edibles with your pandemic downtime. Watching and talking 
to Chef Turtle, I hoped to introduce you to a kind friend with the 
desire to help you learn about cooking with cannabis.

The internet has always been an incredible source of information, 
the luxury of learning, be it a tab to learn a song on guitar, doing 
research to write a paper, or getting an idea of how to make a 
recipe for the first time. I discovered the beauty of learning from 
YouTube in school, learning at my pace by watching, but since that 
discovery I have always been disappointed that those channels 
were never set in Arizona. Now I am older and in new phases of 
learning for an unorthodox career in cannabis, I’ve found YouTube 
to be a wealth of information while isolated in our desert; I’m using 
it on research of different methods for cultivation, extraction, and 
infusion happening all over the world. After years of growth in 
Arizona, I still had not found anyone local making content with 
products in Arizona, but sometimes real life and the internet meet. 
My friend Neil McAlister AKA Chef Turtle, has created a channel for 
teaching infusion while also utilizing Arizona cannabis.

Chef Turtles’ Infusion Kitchen, his page on Facebook, as well as @
ChefTurtle420 on YouTube or Instagram is a place to start building 
a foundation for cooking with cannabis. Neil has the skills for good 
cooking, and kindness that draws you in to inspire confidence so 
that you can learn to make edibles for yourself. A talented and 
capable chef, I know him professionally as I helped hire him, his 
food needed to be amazing. His devotion and ethics that carry the 
core tenants of being a successful chef, Neil is someone devoted 
to making sure your food is the best that it could possibly be. 
His channel on YouTube does the same, and his knowledge of our 
market makes him someone with experience unique to our region. 
Upon meeting him and learning about his culinary experience, 
I found myself in company with someone who was devoted to 
learning everything he could about his craft. That drive to master 
his craft made him someone we could depend on to not only be 
successful, but teach others to be successful.

Written by Adrian Ryan

@ChefTurtle420Chef Turtle
Pace Your Self

Fall 
in the 
Couch 
Food
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Any news or announcements to let 
people know what you’re up to?
The CBD edible menu that I’m creating for Arizona Green 
Life will be in stores soon, and there’s a lot more to come 
down the road with my cooking show “Chef Turtle’s Infusion 
Kitchen”. I will also have merchandise for fans coming soon 
as well!

Where can people find you?
For any and all business inquiries, Facebook is my main page at 
Chef Turtles’ Infusions. My Instagram and YouTube is can be 
found @ChefTurtle420, these are some of the places people 
can find me, see what I do, and ask any questions they have.

Your Instagram and YouTube have some tasty 
confections as well, are you also comfortable 
cooking most of the edibles patients would 
find in dispensaries?
I am very comfortable with doing the same style of edibles 
found in the dispensary, but I also enjoy expanding my range 
of edible infusion. That is one of the main reasons I started 
my YouTube channel, to show the world that you can infuse 
cannabis into your everyday foods or diet.

Do you have a favorite 
edible from dispensaries? 
I wouldn’t say I have a favorite because I enjoy different 
products from different companies. Sofa King, Sublime, Wana, 
Aunt Ellie’s are some that I enjoy because of the consistency 
of their products.
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You dabble more in broad spectrum 
infusion using flower, why is that? 
It is because when using broad spectrum edibles, you will get 
an overall better effect and healing properties than you would 
with just a THC-distillate edible. 

You are also familiar with other infusion 
methods besides butter and oils? 
Yes, I actually teach workshops on infusion with sugar, artificial 
sweeteners, honey, green dragon, flower decarboxylation, and 
many other simple techniques. 

You offer personalized education as well, 
what can a patient expect you to teach them?
I do offer personal workshops on how to infuse cannabis 
into foods, proper dosing calculation training, green dragon 
extractions, decarboxylation of flower, calculation of mg/
gram, breakdowns on terpenes, and I am a private infusion 
chef for hire. A resource to patients on simple infusions 
like “butters/oils/sugars/honey” so they can use it in their 
everyday food. 

As an MMJ patient, do you have any favorite 
dispensaries, products or vendors that you’d 
like to shout out?
First, I’d like to give a big shout out to The Mint Cafe for 
taking a chance on me and giving me a platform to show 
everyone what I can do. Second, would be Dorothy Lawson, 
“owner/head chef of Ruby Red Confections and Lead Chef 
at The Mint Cafe” for everything she has helped me learn in 
this industry, and in life. Third shout out would be to Arizona 
Green Life for giving me the opportunity to create their CBD 
edible menu and partnering with me on it. My fourth shout out 
would be to Nick Ruggiero “partner/cameraman/director” 
of my cooking show “Chef Turtle’s Infusion Kitchen”. My 5th 
shout-out would be to Nicole Creech “outreach manager for 
Arizona Green Life” for scouting me and helping me obtain 
the partnership I have with AZGL. And last but definitely not 
least, Adrian Ryan, for not only taking the time to interview 
me now and supporting my dreams; but also, for being the 
second hand in hiring me at The Mint Cafe back in December.

How did you make the transition from 
traditional cooking to infused cooking?
After years in the restaurant industry, I knew I needed a 
change. So I put all my energy into getting a job in the MMJ 
culinary field. I already had a background in making my own 
edibles with proper dosing, so that definitely helped get me 
in faster than most.

Chef Turtle, great to take time 
with you, tell me about yourself? 
I’ve been in the culinary field for over 15yrs. I have always 
had a passion for cannabis and food along with helping others. 
Other than culinary, I enjoy many outdoor activities, relaxing 
with my dog, and meeting new people to learn or grow with.

What is your culinary experience?
I have definitely had many ups and downs in the culinary 
world, but it has taught me so much in life. From working 
drive-ins, catering companies, big corporations, mom and pop 
restaurants, and now MMJ kitchens; I love the field I work in.

What is your edible infusion experience?
My experience with infusions started in my teens when I 
started making brownies and cookies with my cannabis. 
Nowadays, I have my own recipes, cooking series on YouTube, 
and I also teach workshops on the infusion process.

It is unique that your edible cooking 
show is based in Arizona, can patients 
see you use local medicine? 
Yes, all the medicine I use for my infusions is from local 
sources and I try to include local patients in everything I do.

You have a series on YouTube, 
what is your goal for your content?
My main goal is to be able to show people how to do simple 
infusions and, down the road, offer online classes for anyone 
interested in learning about culinary cannabis.

Do you have a favorite infused meal to cook?
I honestly do not have a favorite; I enjoy infusing everything. 
I enjoy creating, so every infused meal or edible is a fun and 
joyful experience for me.

When using 
broad spectrum 
edibles, you will 
get an overall 
better effect 
and healing 
properties.

“
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As a woman who grew up in a conservative Christian 
household in rural Wisconsin, I have always been just blown 
away with admiration for women who felt comfortable with 
their sexuality. We didn’t talk about sex when we were young. 
Even as I left for college, started smoking a ton of pot, and 
learned a lot more about the world, I don’t think I openly 
admitted to masturbating until I was like, 24. I met Lotus 
Lain at the beginning of her career a few years ago… she 
was actually one of our Puff, Pass & Paint instructors in Los 
Angeles (I swear, that isn’t how I meet all of the people in 
my life, but there are a lot of great ones!). I always thought 
there was something so magical about her, and it made a 
lot of sense when I found out that her main gig was in the 
adult film entertainment industry. She even brought in two of 
her co-stars for a special sesh she created called Puff, Pass 
& Paint: Porn Star Edition (we did charcoal figure drawings 
of two gorgeous women while Lotus Lain instructed, it 
was incredible!). She is truly one of the most open-minded, 
talented, and interesting women I’ve ever met, and she just 
glows from within with both confidence and kindness, which 
is an impressive combo. She wears a lot of different hats, 
and is also a huge advocate for cannabis, body positivity, 
sexuality, and is the Industry Relations Expert for the Free 
Speech Coalition, which advocates for sex workers’ rights in 
the industry. That’s why I wanted to do an interview with her 
for this month’s column. Maybe I’ll learn a couple of things... 
and maybe you will, too.

by Heidi Keyes

Puff Pass & Ponder

An Interview 

Lotus Lain
adult film star, producer, and activist

First, can you tell me a bit about your career as 
an adult film star, producer, and public figure?
All of that is perfect! I’m all of those things + you can add 
Sex worker as an all encompassing term which also aligns 
myself with other Sex professionals— strippers, can models, 
sugar babies, escorts, dominatrices, etc, are all Sex workers, as 
well as porn stars aka adult entertainers. I have also produced 
and done production management for Playboy, Erika Lust’s 
XConfessions, LetsDoeIt, and SpankBox.

I am also our Industry Relations Advocate at 
FreeSpeechCoalition.com which is our industry’s trade 
organization. I created my position in 2017 as a way to bridge 
the information gap between FSC’s board and the industry at 
large during the downtime between major political campaigns 
and everyday production. I’ve been able to use my work here 
to really channel my voice as an advocate for our rights as an 
industry, and as legitimate business professionals.

What is one thing that most men don’t know 
about sex that they DEFINITELY should? 
I wish more men would loosen up and be more experimental 
with themselves in bed… like be open to dressing up, trying a 
new fetish, or a new location for sex, try being submissive or 
blindfolded, anything for once! I know there are men that are 
fun and playful like this, but I’m afraid the vast majority are 
still too hung up on being in control at all times. That kind of 
rigidity is just not attractive.

What is your favorite strain or way to consume?
My favorite ways to consume are smoking from a bong, then 
a joint or blunt, then edibles— in that order. My favorite strain 
is anything with Blueberry or Haze in it is always gonna be a 
top choice!

Where can people find you to follow on social 
media? 
Follow me @itslotuslain on IG & Twitter
linktr.ee/itslotuslain for all my other links!Unfortunately, there is still a stigma against 

women who are secure in their bodies, speak 
openly about sex, and pursue it as a career. I 
think what you do is incredible, empowering, 
and just completely badass, and I love seeing 
a woman who is secure in herself and her 
sexuality. As a black woman in the industry, 
what is something that you’d like people to 
know before they make judgments?
This career has given me access to so many of my dreams, 
to write, to create, to model, to collaborate, to have free time 
to create my own schedule. I could’ve never had these things 
with previous traditional jobs.

As a black womxn, this industry has made me face so many 
hard truths about the way people see myself and those 
that look like me. I’ve come to understand that most of the 
stereotypes fixed in our minds are a product of the media we 
consume. I can’t affect people’s minds on an individual level, 
so my work is focused on affecting it on an industrial level, by 
influencing change in the industry of media production itself. 
Addressing systemic racism & problematic stereotypes in the 
adult world is just a part of completing the puzzle to equality.

You’re a huge advocate for cannabis, body 
positivity, and sexuality. Can you tell me how 
you use cannabis in your career and daily life, 
and how it contributes to what you do?
When I have to get down to business and dive deep into 
creating a video for my fan site, or prepare for a zoom 
conference or panel, I always have to have a final send off 
smoke beforehand. At this point in life it might be ritualistic, 
but it definitely feels like a jolt of inspiration for clever thinking 
which is needed for taking on such unique career objectives. 
I don’t have other people to look to for guidance that have 
maintained all the roles I am juggling at once, to be honest, so 
I need optimum creativity flowing at all times.
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When I have to get 
down to business... 
I always have to 
have a final send off 
smoke beforehand.

“
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How sweet it is at Nature’s Medicines these days! With Kristy 
Fischer’s masterful touch the new Reefer Gladness edibles line is 
already winning over hearts and tummies thanks to her exclusive 
medicated recipes. Just a bite or sip and you’ll know why.

The native Californian has a long list of culinary achievements 
including pastry gigs in 5-star luxury hotels and designing gourmet 
food products for Disney, PF Changs, and Qantas Airlines. She is 
also the recipient of multiple High Times magazine awards for 
cannabis products she has designed and manufactured.

Kristy was recruited by Nature’s Medicines last March when she 
was brought on board as Manufacturing Production Manager. Since 
then she’s been instrumental in launching the Reefer Gladness 
brand that currently includes gummies, brownies, cookies, crispy 
treats, caramels, dry tinctures and sodas.

Kristy does her creating and baking at Nature’s Medicines new 
culinary facility in Fountain Hills. The daughter of restaurateurs, 
she started her career baking artisan bread and then moved 
on to pastry. “When I first arrived at Nature’s Medicines I was 
determined to create new recipes in all edible categories,” she said. 
Her cannabis infused caramels are a testament to her fortitude 
and talent. “To conjure up the perfect caramel recipe, I whipped 
up more than a dozen different batches, constantly adjusting the 
butter and cream content, temperature, cook time and the relative 
humidity. I didn’t stop experimenting until I knew I had the perfect 
balance of caramelized sweetness and sturdiness which ultimately 
lead to the melt-in-your-mouth perfection that I was aiming for.”

Introducing:
Culinary Artist Kristy Fischer takes 

Reefer Gladness edibles to the next level
Despite her years of top tier epicurean ventures, Kristy had 
to learn the science of cannabis and the emerging edibles 
industry on her own. “I understood more than the basics 
of food science, but I knew I had to study the chemistry 
behind the power of cannabis and ace it fast!” Determined 
to understand the new world that had embraced her, Kristy 
buried herself in textbooks, white papers and consultations 
with chemists. “Not everyone realizes how much science is 
required to do the magical cannabis plant justice.”

Since Kristy added her talents to the delicious side of 
cannabis she feels extremely fortunate to have collaborated 
with some of the best in the industry. “I realize how much 
I’ve learned from cannabis visionaries across the country. 
That includes cultivators, extractors, chefs, chemists, 
distributors, and compassionate budtenders and Personal 
Service Providers. It’s the love and appreciation of the plant 
that drives us and bonds us all together.”

Looking ahead, Kristy predicts that edibles will lead the 
way in cannabis product sales. Like all mature food sectors, 
edibles will evolve as consumer expectations grow. Even 
now edibles are in very high demand, she points out. “They 
offer a convenient, discreet, smoke-free way to benefit from 
the healing benefits of cannabis.”

Reefer Gladness edibles are now available at Nature’s 
Medicines in Phoenix and Glendale. Be forewarned. They 
feel as wonderful as they taste.

I didn’t stop 
experimenting 
until I knew I 
had the perfect 
balance of 
caramelized 
sweetness and 
sturdiness which 
ultimately lead 
to the melt-
in-your-mouth 
perfection that I 
was aiming for.”

“
Reefer Gladness is Nature’s Medicines new 
brand of potent gourmet edibles made with 
full spectrum cannabinoids for multi-faceted 
performance. Created from the prized cannabis 
grown exclusively by Nature’s Medicines, Reefer 
Gladness contains BioTHC that maximizes 
the entourage effect resulting in cleaner, more 
bioavailable products.



Sweet & Savory

InfusedJ1

Drip.bytiff

From the freshest and most juicy strawberries dipped in white or 
milk chocolate, then covered in your favorite toppings from Oreo 
to fruity pebbles, and even strawberry shortcake. InfusedJ1 can 
make all your sweet berry dreams come true with medicated and 
non-medicated covered berries.

Or maybe you enjoy a little savory in your life. A chamoy treat 
can enhance the flavor of any cold beverage, candy, fruit, or even 
shrimp. This tasty blend of delicious fresh fruit, chamoy and other 
spices is called drip.bytiff.

Juno, better known as InfusedJ1, started making amazing covered 
berries after a sudden loss in her career. “I used not working to 
set a fire in me. To start a new hustle for me,” Juno said. At the 
age of 23, Juno has her own style and creativity to separate her 
covered berries from the rest. Juno replies “I take a lot of pride in 
my work and custom boxes.” With all of the love and support of 
everyone around her, “All my family and friends believe in me. So 
it makes it easier to do what I do” Juno’s berries have reached 
The Cannabis Cactus Magazine, HoMeGrOwN and even the king 
of downtown himself Luciano Knows Best. “Who Hurt You” Juno 
being a cannabis patient it would only be right that she also infuses 
her berries with different types of cannabis. Her medicated berries 
can give the cannabis community not only the taste but the feel of 
what she can bring to the table.

drip.bytiff comes in a variety of flavors and ways. This 
amazing blend is available in strawberry, mango and 
watermelon flavor, all with a chamoy base. It is made as 
a topping for suckers and other candies. It can also be 
served as a rim topping on your favorite cold beverage 
whether that’s an adult beverage or not. It is great as a 
delicious fresh fruit topping as well. It also can be ordered 
as a Beer Platter which comes in a few different options.

One option is your choice of a selection of beers, on a 
platter surrounded by the freshest fruit in season. Each 
beer dipped in the drip.bytiff flavor of your choice and 
fruit also dressed in that flavor and other seasonings.

The more elite option is your choice of a selection of 
beers, each beer dipped in drip.bytiff flavor of your choice 
on a platter surrounded by the freshest fruit in season 
and on the other side tortilla chips, cucumbers, and 
shrimp all covered in drip.bytiff and other seasonings.

Written by @home_grown_az & @topnotc6
Photos by @iamjesus_hmg
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Place your order today! Half Dozen - $12 Whole Dozen - $22
Instagram: @infusedJ1

*Platters are for weekends only and 
must be ordered by Thursday.

All fruit platter - $40 Fruit 
Shrimp platter - $50

Instagram: @drip.bytiff

Chamoy is made from various fruits and 
chilis that are traditionally fermented in a 
salt brine, the resulting liquid is chamoy - 
salty, sweet, sour & spicy.
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C a c t u s  A p p r o v e d

I have been enjoying testing the wares from 
the House Exotics team. This London Mints 

sauce has a decent citrus flavor and nice 
long lasting high. This team aims to 

be making some of  the valley’s most 
sought after cannabis products 
by the end of  the year. Look for 
House Exotics sauce on shelves at 
Level Up and Nirvana locations. 
Reviewed by Michael Cassini.

This pod is full of  live resin sauce 
and it’s disposable as promised. 
These little doo hickies are great for 
the stoner on the go who demands 
mobility and cannot afford to be 
hassled with carrying torches and 
dabs tools and what not. A puff  or 
two from the sauce pod will calm your 
vibes WTF style. The unit is shatter 
proof, shockproof  and water resistant. 
It’s the kind of  thing you smoke when 
you need the convenience. Reviewed 
by Michael Cassini.

This new line of  tasty treats offered at Nature’s 
Medicine locations was created to produce a more well rounded 
and long lasting high. I unwrapped two caramels and melted them 
on top of  vanilla ice cream. The high kicked in after about one 

hour and I fell asleep blissfully. This caramel is 
sweet as a mother’s love and only half  as 

demanding. The Bio THC will take longer 
to kick in but will also last longer with 
more full spectrum effects. All I know 
is that I slept like a baby cradled 
in Reefer Gladness. Reviewed by 
Michael Cassini.

Look at me, I am the captain now! This weed 
went straight Somali Pirate on my ass when it 
hijacked my entire day. Things were going well 
at the office when my boy Louie showed up with 
this sweet nugget from G3. The high lasted 
for several hours and we enjoyed this nugget 
between four people while laughing and telling 
stories. I recommend picking up the G3 flower 
from Nirvana Center. Reviewed by Michael Cassini.

This is a great value from the Ponderosa Dispensary. 
The nugs smell and taste sweet and the high is both 

potent and long lasting. Purple Punch has been a 
staple around the Arizona flower scene for a few 
years now. This is a nice cut of  the strain that is 
priced correctly. Reviewed by Michael Cassini.

Two Roots Brewing is a “near beer” brand 
based in California that is also available in 
Nevada. This cannabis infused virgin beer is 
a cool alternative to your normal six pack and 
boasts that it is a no hangover alternative. 
Offering several flavors, with most of  their 
offerings in 5mg or 10mg doses with less 
than 0.5% alcohol content as well as a hemp-
based CBD beer for those just looking to 
hangout. I drank a few Tropical Infamy beers 
that were light with an effect that wasn’t felt 
until 3-4 beers deep, and no hangover the 
next day. Reviewed by Adrian Ryan.

London Mints #11 | Diamonds & Sauce 
House Exotics | Level Up Dispensary

GG#4 x SFV OG | Live Resin 
WTF Extracts | Mint Dispensary

Soft Caramel | 25mg THC
Reefer Gladness | Nature’s Medicine

GMO | Indica Hybrid Flower
Green Gene Genetics | Nirvana Center

Purple Punch | Indica Hybrid Flower
Ponderosa Releaf | Ponderosa Releaf

Near Beer | Tropical Infamy
Two Roots Brewing Co.

This crumble offers a nice smooth high for 
a nice low price. The ticket is about $30 
per gram of  crumble and it’s super easy 
to add into a blunt or dab rig in any size 
piece. This sativa hybrid strain works 
well during the day and is conducive 
to high energy situations. Reviewed by 
Michael Cassini.

Kali Kandi | Sativa Crumble
WTF Extracts | Mint Dispensary
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The premium cartridges from 
Local Joint have me wondering 
why I hadn’t tried these sooner. A 
strong terp heavy distillate with 
solid strain-based effects that 
I love about wedding cake, but 
without any of  the burn found in 
other cartridges. I appreciate any 
cartridge that isn’t just lemon 
terps and cheap concentrate 
which is why I’m happy to have 
this C-Cell on hand from Local 
Joint. Reviewed by Adrian Ryan.

Welcome to…warp factor five levels of  stoniness! Try 
the Kush Mints when you have the chance. These 
genetics were made famous by the Seed Junky 
crew in SoCal. Their experts cultivate high end 
strains for smaller yield, high quality growers. 
Check growsciences.com regularly for new 
drop updates because these jars don’t last long. 
Reviewed by Michael Cassini.

A multi-color dense bud that is swimming in smells of  coffee, 
Earth, and pine. I roll this up in a blunt at Cactus headquarters 

to enjoy with the crew. It is widely agreed that it is a solid 
smoke that left everyone happy, talkative, and laughing. The 

Local Joint has taken a strain I knew in the past to new heights 
with great effects and taste. Reviewed by Adrian Ryan.

Fresh off  the plane from a Florida vacation, OG Lime 
Killer from HOLOH Extracts seemed fitting. It’s 2:1 
CBD/THC ratio was the perfect choice to ease my pain 
after a day’s travel. One hit is all I needed giving me 
the relief  I look for in quality meds. Be careful, it’s a 
creeper. It is labeled sativa dominant, but if  you take 
a 2nd or brave a 3rd hit before your first sets in, just 
remember I told you so. It carries a real skunky 
pine taste with minimal citrus flavor. Reviewed 
by Kevin Vontesmar @MyRSOjourney.

HOLOH is filling dispensary shelves 
around the valley with consistently 
clean medicine. This batter has a 
fresh smell and beautiful, sloshy 
texture to go along with bright 
effects. This was my favorite 
sample so far from the HOLOH 
team and I will be purchasing this 
again. HOLOH concentrates can 
be found for between $35-$40/g 
around the valley and oftentimes 
they run a pop up BOGO 2 for $40. 
Check Jars dispensary and Nature’s 
Medicine for these specials.

Road Dawg embodies that classic West Coast cut of  ocean grown 
cannabis. Upon inhale, rich, robust notes of  pine and spice hit my 
palate. I’m reminded of  driving along interstates and highways 
in California. I’d be remiss not to mention the flavorful candy 
aromas, mixed with citrus and tart bitter aftertastes, that 
linger in the mouth upon exhale. I feel like a dawg on the 

road, traveling and inhaling all that nature has to offer 
me, the patient, the warrior of  medicine. I cannot look 
back after trying this strain, Road Dawg by Shango 

Cannabis for the win. Reviewed by Dietrich Dash.

Full flavor and full spectrum effects is what I enjoyed most 
while dabbing this live hash rosin. MAC Mints is a 

heavy hybrid that flowers with a lot of  trichomes. It 
crosses MAC x Kush Mints. While it’s potent, it is 
also uplifting and energetic. The flavor, texture and 
effects of  this pressed cannabis make the purchase 
worth every penny. This was a real treat to smoke. 
Reviewed by Michael Cassini.

Wedding Cake Cartridge
Local Joint | Local Joint

Kush Mints | Balanced Hybrid Flower
Grow Sciences | Health For Life

Grand Poobah
Local Joint | Local Joint

OG Lime Killer | 2:1 CBD:THC Shatter
HOLOH Extracts | Nature’s Medicine

Jack Herer | Cured Batter
HOLOH Extracts | Nature’s Medicines

Road Dawg | Indica Hybrid Flower
Shango Cannabis | Oasis Dispensary

MAC x Kush Mints | Live Hash Rosin
Grow Sciences | Health For Life

Beautiful resin covered buds with a super citrusy,  
dank aroma. Breaking it down, the buds are extremely 

finger sticky which is how your cannabis should be. 
Literally sticking to your fingers. I experienced a 

nice floral inhale leaving a slight earthy flavor on the 
exhale which I always welcome. The taste keeping 
true to the MAC, I am unsure of  where the grape 

lineage comes from. I’m pleased with the medicine, 
which is most definitely indica dominant. Had me feeling 

really relaxed, some pain relief, very euphoric and creative. 
Reviewed by Kevin Vontesmar 

@MyRSOjourney.

Grape MAC 
Shango Cannabis | Oasis Dispensary
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If  you are shopping for value then look no further than Arizona 
Organix. The first dispensary in the state of  AZ to open its doors 
is still going strong in the community of  Glendale. They offer low 
prices on flowers and concentrate and this cut of  Papa’s OG is a 

good value buy. It kept very fresh in the sealed tin can. 
Papa’s OG is a heavy indica strain is specifically bred 
for Arizona Organix. Its parent strains are OG Kush 
and Skywalker OG. Reviewed by Michael Cassini.

The decadence of  this brownie tray cannot be overstated, 
a 630mg slab of  birthday delight enticed me. The 

slight taste of  the flower-based extraction used 
is present, but is also welcome as it meshes 

beautifully with rich chocolate taste. 
Soft airy bites happen so quickly that 

I want another only to remember 
the broad-spectrum medicine 

I just ingested. The effects 
were strong, immediate and 
had me relaxed with a strong 
body high that carried me to 
sleep the whole night, Kudos 

C h e f ! Reviewed by Adrian Ryan.

This is always a value and Venom trying to set a 
standard is appreciated. This didn’t stand out as 
anything except dab material for a standard get 
together. Nobody was floored by the look, smell, 
or effects but it was good to sesh with and in a 
blunt. Reviewed by Adrian Ryan.

The cross of  Animal Cookies and Face Off  OG is 
something special, especially with this Animal Face 
from TierraGrow. Big heavy buds occupy my eighth, 
and they smell is cookies and the pungent OG 
scent we all love. These buds are sticky, roll up 
excellent, and leave a ghostly white ash when 
smoked. Effects are a few hours of  happy, 
hungry, and occupied with video games until 
I’m ready for another joint. Reviewed by 
Adrian Ryan.

Papa’s OG | Indica Hybrid Flower
AZO | Arizona Organix

70mg Triple Chocolate chip Brownie
Chef Turtle | @ChefTurtle420

Mr. Clean PHO Crystals 
Venom Extracts | Nirvana Center

Animal Face #2 Flower
TierraGrow | Sunday Goods Dispensary

Reef  has several dispensaries in Arizona and Nevada that serve 
the house brand of  Tryke flowers. They are known for consistent 
flowers and a hierarchy of  tiers based on potency. They offer mid 
level genetics for budget shoppers all the way up to Diamond Tier, 

which is the top shelf  genetics for connoisseurs. For me, this is 
a vibrant indica that works well for daytime or evening use. 

Reviewed by Michael Cassini.

I’ve always been a fan of  Blueberry strains and any break 
from the DJ Short cut is welcome. My first time having 
MTL flower, I find it has healthy sized, dense buds. The 
strong greens have been cured and the smells are that 
of  blueberry and gasoline. A joint drops only white 
ash, and the body heavy effects are just what I love 
about blueberry strains. An impressive pheno of  a 
favorite that left me wanting to locate more flower 
from Mad Terp Labs. Reviewed by Adrian Ryan.

These honey lozenges are a spicy sweet hard candy from 
Canna Confections that I eat under my mask when out 

and about. The broad-spectrum dose of  15mg per 
candy is enough to relax me with a gentle buzz, that 
will leave me upbeat and prepared to take on my 
day. Honey has so many natural health benefits that 
anyone would want in addition to cannabis during 
this global health crisis. Reviewed by Adrian Ryan.

These cones are pretty cool looking 
and they burn nicely as well. I have 
no idea where this thing came 
from but they are available online 
for purchase. Looks nice, burns 
well but definitely a novelty 
item. Reviewed by Michael 
Cassini.

Cherry Cobbler | Indica Hybrid Flower 
Tryke | Reef Dispensary

Blueberry Cookies
Mad Terp Labs | Nirvana Center

Daily Dose: Honey Buzzers
Canna Confections

$100 Preroll Cone
Benji | benjipapers.com
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Cop Shelf
BY SHANE STANFORD

A lot of us grew up in a time where cannabis was illegal, looked 
down upon, and said to be at one point a top priority for police. 
So we grew up in fear. When we grew cannabis, it was terrifying 
but I’m not gonna lie, it was exhilarating too. A tell no one type 
situation. We would have never posted photos like we do today on 
social media. Hell, we were even scared just to fire it up and put 
some smoke in the air. We were considered outlaws, criminals, 
and even low-lifes. When we were growing up, an ounce or more 
could land you behind bars for a long time. People were sentenced 
longer and harder than murderers and rapists. So who did we 
blame for this cluster f*ck of laws and ordinances? The cops? The 
city officials? The state government? The feds? 

The blame for cannabis imprisonment can be placed on a lot of 
people and levels of government. Ever since the war on drugs 
started, cops have been told to seek out “drug users.” The majority 
of “drug arrests” were cannabis. Why, might you ask. Well for a few 
reasons. The most known reason was gentrification and racism, 
but let’s jump past that and look at the plant itself. It was easy 
for cops to find grows, it was easy to smell out, and the easiest 
product to train a k9 on. This being said, it was also the easiest 
“drug” to create probable cause. No sight needed, just smell. A 
smell that we all know could be minutes old or even hours old. Or 
maybe not even old at all just fresh and super dank. Lol, either way 
an accusation of smell gave access to our homes, vehicles, and 
personal lives. 

Times have changed though. I really wanted a good insight on a 
few things from an actual current police officer, a “cop”. I had some 
questions. I wanted updates. I wanted to share knowledge with 
all of you. So I nervously reached out to a cop and told him what 
I wanted and what I was doing. He actually agreed to chat and let 
me pick his brain. So naturally I fired up a blunt and stayed out of 
handcuff reach and sparked up the conversation and questions. 
So, here we go!

Wow, well there you have it. Straight for the source. This was a 
crazy conversation, but definitely eye opening and makes me feel 
better while in possession and driving. Next time that cop pulls in 
behind you don’t sweat it. It’s just weed!

How long have you been in law enforcement?
I have been in law enforcement going on 17 years including 
being heavily involved with drug interdiction from 2003 to 
2006. During those times, cannabis was a big focus. Personal 
small amounts would land you jail. People would run because 
they had a little pinner joint.

What conversation, if any, came up 
about cannabis during training?
Back then in 2003, cannabis was part of all training. It was a 
big deal in training. Nowadays, the training focuses more on 
hard drugs like meth, fentanyl and black tar heroin. But mostly 
fentanyl, especially close to the Mexico border.

Is there any difference between 
county, city, Reservation, state?
There’s no difference between municipality, county, and state. 
It is up to the officer discretion. As far as reservation (tribal 
land), it is federal land so it is still illegal, but the officers from 
most departments don’t care. The only officers you have to 
really worry about are the rookie officers. To them, it is new 
and a rush for them. For veteran officers, well…. WE DONT 
GIVE A SHIT UNLESS IT’S A FELONY POSSESSION!

What is the majority of law enforcements’ 
take one cannabis grows and/or possession?
Most law enforcement officers do not care about personal use 
at all. I recently pulled someone over and found 8 ounces in 
the vehicle. I let them go. We honestly don’t care about weed 
anymore. We don’t have to. When it comes to the feds, well 
they don’t care either. They only want hundreds of pounds, 
the big news story bust.

What is your personal take and opinion on it? 
It’s not worth my time to arrest or cite for cannabis. It is not 
hurting anyone and I even have done the traffic unit for a 
while. I have never had a crash or a problem with someone in 
possession or under the influence of cannabis. I believe it is 
becoming more acceptable for law enforcement because of 
CBD. It opens up the usage of cannabis and the knowledge.

Do you think it will ever be at a point where 
it’s not law enforcement’s concern anymore? 
It is already getting to that point. We really don’t give a shit 
anymore. It’s just weed!
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AZ Lab 
DIRECTORY

ALL GREENS dispensary
SUN CITY, AZ 85351 
(623) 214-0801

ARIZONA CANNABIS SOCIETY 
EL MIRAGE, AZ 85335
(888) 249-2927

Arizona mmj trading co 
COOLIDGE, AZ 85128 
(520) 723-7710

Arizona NATURAL REMEDIES
PHOENIX, AZ 85027 
(623) 582-0436

ARIZONA ORGANIX 
GLENDALE, AZ 85301 
(623) 937-2752

AZ Natural Selections
MESA, AZ 85204 
(480) 272-9888

PEORIA, AZ 85345 
(623) 878-5954

SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 575-1245

bloom dispensaries
AMERICAN ORACLE, AZ 85623 
(520) 576-6088

PHOENIX, AZ 85034 
(602) 396-5757

SEDONA, AZ 86336 
(520) 293-3315

TUCSON, AZ 85705 
(520) 293-3315

BOTANICA Dispensary
TUCSON, AZ 85741 
(520) 395-0230

Cave Creek cannabis
CAVE CREEK, AZ 85331 
(480) 488-2979

CuraLeaf
PHOENIX, AZ 85012 
(602) 466-1087 

PHOENIX, AZ 85014 
(602) 354-3094 

PHOENIX, AZ 85040 
(480) 739-0366 

PHOENIX, AZ 85023 
(602) 388-4400 

YOUNGTOWN, AZ 85363 
(623) 444-5977 

Debbies Dispensary
Bullhead City, AZ 86442
(833) 332-2437 

PEORIA, AZ 85382 
(833) 332-2437

PHOENIX, AZ 85027 
(623) 233-5133

desert bloom re-leaf center
TUCSON, AZ 85710 
(520) 886-1760

Desert Rose
PHOENIX, AZ 85085 
(623) 516-7881

THE DOWNTOWN DISPENSARY 
TUCSON, AZ 85705 
(520) 838-0492

THE GIVING TREE WELLNESS 
MESA, AZ 85204 
(480) 272-9888

PHOENIX, AZ 85027 
(623) 242-9080

tHE GOOD DISPENSARY
MESA, AZ 85202 
(480) 900-8042

THE GREEN HALO 
TUCSON, AZ 85756 
(520) 664-2251

The Green House 
GLENDALE, AZ 85308 
(623) 385-1310

The Holistic Center
PHOENIX, AZ 85024 
(602) 842-5790

THE MEDICINE ROOM 
WINSLOW, AZ 86047 
(928) 852-4169

The Mint Dispensary
GUADALUPE, AZ 85283 
(480) 749-6468

tHE pHOENIX dISPENSARY
TOLLESON, AZ 85353 
(480) 420-0377

the prime leaf
TUCSON, AZ 85712 
(520) 447-7463

TOTAL ACCOUNTABILITY 
PATIENT CARE 

BENSON, AZ 85602 
(520) 586-8710

trubliss organics
MESA, AZ 85212 
(480) 325-5000

TRUMED 
PHOENIX, AZ 85008 
(602) 275-1279

Untamed herbs
PAYSON, AZ 85541 
(928)474-2420

URBAN GREENHOUSE 
PHOENIX, AZ 85017 
(480) 361-0078

VALLEY OF THE SUN 
GOODYEAR, AZ 85338 
(623) 932-3859

WHITE MOUNTAIN 
HEALTH CENTER INC 

SUN CITY, AZ 85351 
(623) 374-4141

WICKENBURG ALT MEDICINE 
EL MIRAGE, AZ 85335 
(623) 478-2233

xtra laboratories 
TEMPE, AZ 85281
(480) 968-6569

Yilo superstore
PHOENIX AZ 85032 
(602) 539-2828

HIGH MOUNTAIN HEALTH 
FLAGSTAFF AZ 86001 
(928) 774-5467

JAMESTOWN CENTER 
YUMA, AZ 85365 
(928) 344-1735

JARS Cannabis
PHOENIX, AZ 85051 
(602) 870-8700 

NEW RIVER, AZ 85087
(623) 936-9333

KIND MEDS INC 
MESA, AZ 85210 
(480) 686-9302

KOMPO CARE 
TAYLOR, AZ 85939 
(928) 536-5151

LEAF LIFE dispensary 
CASA GRANDE, AZ 85122 
(520) 350-9880

Level Up Dispensary
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 420-3300

TEMPE, AZ 85281
(480) 664-2017

MMJ APOTHECARY 
WICKENBURG, AZ 85390 
(928) 684-8880

Mohave green dispensary
MOHAVE VALLEY, AZ 86440 
(928) 768-4665

Monarch Wellness
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85258 
(480) 991-3752

muv dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85022
(602) 358-8771

NATURAL REMEDY PATIENT ctr. 
SAFFORD, AZ 85546 
(928) 432-6959

Nature MEd
TUCSON, AZ 85743 
(520) 620-9123

Nature’s Medicines
FOUNTAIN HILLS, AZ 85268 
(480) 400-2000

PHOENIX, AZ 85009 
(480) 400-2222

NATURE’S WONDER 
APACHE JUNCTION, AZ 85120 
(480) 982-1529

Nirvana Center
APACHE JUNCTION, AZ 85120 
(602) 354-3630

PHOENIX, AZ 85009 
(602) 730-3236

PRESCOTT VALLEY, AZ 
(928) 227-2441

TEMPE, AZ 
(480) 378-6917

Nova Dispensary
MESA, AZ 85202 
(480) 912-4444To
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oASIS dISPENSARIES south
CHANDLER, AZ, 85248 
(602) 903-3665

ORGANICA PATIENT GROUP 
CHINO VALLEY, AZ 86323 
(928) 636-5566

PARC dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85034 
(602) 437-1645

PHOENIX RELIEF CENTER 
PHOENIX, AZ 85041 
(602) 276-3401

PHYTOTHERAPEUTICS 
OF TUCSON 

SIERRA VIS\TA, AZ 85635 
(520) 335-8570

PONDEROSA Releaf
PEORIA, AZ 85345 
(623) 877-3934

PURPLE MED healing center 
TUCSON, AZ 85745 
(520) 398-7338

rEEF dISPENSARY
PHOENIX, AZ 85043
(480) 999-4748

QUEEN CREEK, AZ 85142 
(480) 550-9121

Sunny Side Dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85009 
(888) 633-7411

The Flower Shop
PHOENIX, AZ 85044 
(480) 350-7624

MESA, AZ 85205 
(480) 500-5054

PHOENIX, AZ 85008 
(602) 812-4695

SUPERIOR dispensarY
PHOENIX, AZ 85043
(602) 926-9100

swc DIspensaries
TEMPE, AZ 85281 
(480) 245-6751

PRESCOTT, AZ 86301
(928) 778-5900

Swell farmacy 
PHOENIX, AZ 85023 
(602) 388-4400

PHOENIX, AZ 85014 
(602) 354-3094

PHOENIX, AZ 
(480) 739-0366

YOUNGTOWN, AZ 85363 
(623) 444-5977

Territory Dispensary
CHANDLER, AZ 85226
(480) 636-8032

MESA, AZ 85212
(480) 307-6880

MESA, AZ 85201
(480) 581-4010

EARTH’S HEALINg 
TUCSON, AZ 85714 
(520) 395-1432

Emerald Dispensaries
GILBERT, AZ 85233 
(480) 361-0078

PHOENIX, AZ 85051
(623) 271-6065

FARM FRESH Dispensary
LAKE HAVASU, AZ 86404 
(928) 733-6339

GREEN MEDICINE 
TUCSON, AZ 85710 
(520) 886-1003

Green Pharms
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86004 
(928) 522-6337

MESA, AZ 85209 
(480) 410-6705

GREEN HILLS PATIENT CENTER 
SHOW LOW, AZ 85901 
(928) 537-4888

green sky patient center 
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 575-1245

Greenhouse of flagstaff
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86001 
(928) 351-7775

GREENMED INC 
RICO, AZ 85648 
(520) 281-1587

hANA mEDS
KINGMAN, AZ 86409 
(928) 692-0000

SAHUARITA, AZ 85614 
(520) 289-8030

Harvest Dispensaries
AVONDALE, AZ 85323 
(623) 792-5032

GUADALUPE, AZ 85283 
(623) 404-1420

COTTONWOOD, AZ 86326 
(928) 634-5233

LAKE HAVASU, AZ 86403 
(928) 453-9333

SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 948-3737

TEMPE, AZ 85284 
(480) 777-2100

health for life Dispensaries
MESA, AZ 85207
(480) 400-1170

MESA, AZ 85212 
(480) 888-0247

MESA, AZ 85215
(480) 830-8251

HERBAL WELLNESS CENTER 
PHOENIX, AZ 85019 
(602) 635-3502

herb’n dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85021 
(602) 900-4557
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Level One
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85257 
(480) 604-2267

C4 Labs
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 219-6460

Desert Valley
PHOENIX, AZ 85013 
(480) 788-6644

Arizona Analytical 
TUCSON, AZ 85741 
(520) 678-8502

KB Labs
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(602) 321-5695

PREMED TESTING
TUCSON, AZ 85741 
(520) 889-2607

Delta Verde
PHOENIX, AZ 85022 
(602) 466-9730
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ARIES
Mercury retrograde no longer has a hold on you. Harness the 
mellow energies that surround you and keep yourself balanced 
with a nice hybrid strain. Stretch your hands as high as you can 
to the sky, look up and take three deep breaths and say out loud, 
“I am my best self today!”

LIBRA
Some things are not always what they seem. This can be 
discouraging at times. The good news is that cannabis will never 
let you down. Keep on being good to your friends and loved 
ones. They might not always show it but they do appreciate your 
support. Roll up a special joint and share the fire.     

CANCER
Watch your relationships closely and don’t get derailed by 
unexpected changes. Mary Jane will always be there for you as 
people come in and out of your life. Use change as an opportunity 
to learn something about yourself. Your hard work will pay off. 
Keep your hybrid strains close by and try to embrace the calm.

CAPRICORN
You may find yourself in new places this month with old friends. 
This is good for releasing your worries and leaving tensions 
behind. Keep an eye on your finances and maintain frugality when 
you can. Indica edibles will help you receive the rest that the 
universe holds for you during this time.  

TAURUS
Use cannabis to help stay rested this month. Your daily routine will 
get very busy and you need all the help you can get. Work sucks 
but it doesn’t matter because you have good weed to smoke. The 
moon may hinder love encounters this month but everything else 
is wide open for you in the stars. Enjoy this time to rest. 

SCORPIO
Try smoking on something special and meeting new people this 
month. Keep one eye on your finances because chances to make 
money will increase as Jupiter crosses with your sign. Turn the 
music up louder this month and share the good cannabis vibes 
everywhere you go. 

Movement

Rest

Vibrant

Loyal

Win

Momentum

Mirror

Voice

Fortune

Renew 

Space

Success

SAGITTARIUS
This month brings new fortunes and good health. Keep chasing 
your dreams but remember to enjoy the ride along the way. Your 
accomplishments are being recognized and you are going to 
benefit from all the hard work this year. Mercury’s movement may 
affect you, but don’t let it get you down.

GEMINI
The planets in retrograde complete their cycle and move back 
into normal orbital rotation. Your emotions should also be moving 
back to center and help you focus once again on work that 
matters to you. Your energy in the first half of the month will be 
kindled with sativa strains keeping you wakeful and alert.

VIRGO
You are unstoppable this month. Make the best of it and think big 
because nothing can stop your energy and charisma. The moon 
will align with your sign to give you cosmic energies. Be the best 
cannabis advocate that you can be. Smoke up and head out for 
some exploring but tread the universe lightly.

PISCES
The second week of the month brings Jupiter in alignment with 
your sign. This could mean extra wealth and possessions coming 
your way. Enjoy your new successes with some top shelf flower 
Get ready to crush it at work and seize the new opportunity when 
you see it. If you hesitate, it may pass you by.

LEO
Keep your eye on the prize and keep the hybrid joints lit all month 
long. You will need the extra relaxation as you are tested by the 
universe this month. Saturn and Jupiter are aligned with your sign 
to bring positive vibes by the end of the month so hang on to 
what you love and do your best to stay focused on work.

AQUARIUS
Roll up a fat joint and look to the night sky for some positive 
energy. You will be in top form this month and it’s a great time to 
start a new project at home or work. Try not to ride too high on 
your good fortune. The Valley OG will keep your head balanced 
and you will do well to keep your emotions balanced as well. 

STARS AND STRAINS

OG Kush
Grow Sciences

Animal Face #2
Tierra Grow

Alien Cookies
Shango Cannabis

Cherry Cobbler
TRYKE

Dosi Punch
Herbal Wellness Center

Grapefruit Kush
Local Joint

Kush Mints
Grow Sciences

Grand Poobah
Local Joint

Blueberry Cookies
Mad Terp Labs

GMO Cookies
Green Gene Genetics
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S e l f  R e f l e c t

Kali Kandi
WTF

Recommended Listening: Dangerookipawaa Freestyle by Ab Soul

Papa’s OG
Arizona Organix
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“All animals are 
equal, but some 

animals are 
more equal than 

others..” 
- George Orwell

Animal Farm




